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OUR ALMA MATER 
Beneath the shimmering mountains, 
near sea and desert sand, 
our Alma Mater stands secure, 
truth's light held in her hand. 
Her youth and energy we share as 
we reach towards wisdom's door; 
Her name we laud and gladly bear, 
with pride our spirits soar. 
San Bernardino, 
our Alma Mater, 
we sing our praise to thee; 
San Bernardino, 
as sons and daughters 
we pledge faith and loyalty! 
T H I R T Y - S E C O N D  C O M M E N C E M E N T  
SATURDAY AND SUNDAY 
JUNE 13-14,1998 
J A M E S  A N D  A E R I A N T H I  C O U S S O U L I S  A R E N A  
CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY 
SAN BERNARDINO 
1 
School of Natural Sciences 




Assistant Professor of Biology 
Thomas Timmreck 
Professor of Health Science 
Paul Dixon 
Assistant Professor of Physics 
Josephine Mendoza 
Associate Professor of Computer Science 
Mary Molle 
Assistant Professor of Nursing 
Wenxiang Wang 




O R D E R  O F  P R O C E S S I O N  
PLATFORM PARTY 
BEARER OF THE MACE 
John Craig 




Chair, Nursing Department 
Klaus Brasch 
Chair, Department of Biology 
John Craig 
Chair, Department of Chemistry 
Richard Eberst 
Chair, Department of Health Science 
and Human Ecology 
Louis A. Fernandez 
Vice President for Academic Affairs 
Joan Fryxell 
Acting Chair, Department of Geological Sciences 
Karen Kolehmainen 
Chair, Department of Physics 
Owen Murphy 
Chair, Department of Computer Science 
Peter Williams 
Acting Chair, Department of Mathematics 
COMMUNITY LEADERS 
Jerry Devlin 
City of San Bernardino Councilman 
Representative for Ward 5 
ALUMNI BOARD OF DIRECTORS 
Russell V. Bogh 
B.A. Business Economics, 1993 
COMMENCEMENT SPEAKER 
Albert K. Karnig 
President 








B.S. Physics and Mathematics 
PRESIDENT 
Albert K. Karnig 
Terry Rizzo 
Chair, Department of Kinesiology 
and Physical Education 
Javier Tomer 
Associate Dean, Professor of Physics 
J. Paul Vicknair 
Dean, School of Natural Sciences 
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T H E P R 0 6 R A M  
PROCESSIONAL 
Pomp and Circumstance 
CONVENINC OF THE THIRTY-
SECOND UNIVERSITY 
COMMENCEMENT OF THE SCHOOL 
OF NATURAL SCIENCES 
John Craig 
Professor and Chair of Chemistry 
MUSIC 
Alma Mater 
sung by Carles Abraham 
WELCOME 
J. Paul Vicknair 
INTRODUCTIONS 
Albert K. Karnig 
PRESENTATION OF AWARDS 
Albert K. Karnig 
OUTSTANDING ALUMNA AWARD 
Lee Roberts 
B.A. Biology & Chemistry, 1974 










Albert K. Karnig 
President 
California State University, San Bernardino 
RECOGNITION OF GRADUATES 
Albert K. Karnig 
PRESENTATION AND INVESTITURE 
OF MASTERS' CANDIDATES 
Louis A. Fernandez 
CONFERRING OF M.A. DEGREES 
Albert K. Karnig 
PRESENTATION AND INVESTITURE 
OF BACHELORS' CANDIDATES 
Louis A. Fernandez 
CONFERRING OF B.A. DEGREES 
Albert K. Karnig 
READERS 
Sarah Boeh 
Associate Professor; Kinesiology 
David Polcyn 
Associate Professor, Biology 
CONGRATULATORY REAAARKS 
Albert K. Karnig 
CLOSING REMARKS 
J. Paul Vicknair 
RECESSIONAL AND FANFARE 
The audience is requested to remain 
seated until the graduates, faculty and 
platform party have exited. 
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School of Social and Behavioral Sciences 
O R D E R  O F  P R O C E S S I O N  




Professor of History 
Gloria Cowan 
Professor of Psychology 
Robert Cramer 
Professor of Psychology 
Brij Khare 
Professor of Political Science 
Michael Lewin 
Professor of Psychology 
Tom Meisenhelder 
Professor of Sociology 
Frederick Newton 
Professor of Psychology 
Kenneth Shultz 





BEARER OF THE MACE 
Frances F. Berdan 




Vice President for Information Resources 
and Technology 
Russell Barber 
Chair of Anthropology 
John A. Conley 
Dean, School of Social and Behavioral Sciences 
David Decker 
Chair of Sociology 
David DeMauro 
Vice President for Administration and Finance 
Louis A. Fernandez 
Vice President for Academic Affairs 
Diane Flalpern 
Chair of Psychology 
Michael LeMay 
Chair of Political Science 
Ward McAfee 
Chair of Criminal Justice 
Theodore McDowell 
Chair of Geography 
Teresa Morris 
Chair of Social Work 
Cheryl Riggs 




Associate Vice President for Academic Personnel 
Judith Rymer 
Vice President for University Relations 
Mayo TorufJo 
Chair of Economics 
Jenny Zorn 
Associate Dean 
ALUMNI BOARD OF DIRECTORS 
Zachary Tucker 
B.A. History 1991 
UNIVERSTIY ADVISORY BOARD 
MEMBER 
Nicholas J. Coussoulis 
B.A. Geography, 1975 
COMMENCEMENT SPEAKER 
Ruby L. Beale 
Department of Psychology and School of Business 
Administration, University of Michigan 
B.A. Psychology, 1980 
OUTSTANDING ALUMNUS 
Steve Lilburn 
B.A. Geography, 1976 
OUTSTANDING GRADUATE 
STUDENT 
Kathie Lynne Pelletier 




B.A. Political Science 
PRESIDENT 
Albert K. Karnig 
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T H E  P R O C R A M  
PROCESSIONAL 
Pomp and Circumstance 
CSUSB Symphonic Band 
Robert Dunham. Conductor 
CONVENINC OF THE THIRTY-
SECOND UNIVERSITY 
COMMENCEMENT 
OF THE SCHOOL OF SOCIAL 
AND BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES 
Frances F. Berdan 
Professor of Anthropology 
MUSIC 
National Anthem 
CSUSB Symphonic Band 
Robert Dunham, Conductor 
Shane Churchill, Singer 
WELCOME 
John A. Conley 
MUSIC 
Alma Mafer 
CSUSB Symphonic Band 
Robert Dunham, Conductor 
Shane Churchill, Singer 
INTRODUCTIONS 
Albert K. Karnig 
PRESENTATION OF AWARDS 
John A. Conley 
OUTSTANDING GRADUATE 
STUDENT AWARD 
Kathie Lynne Pelletier 




B.A. Political Science 
COMMENCEMENT ADDRESS 
Ruby L. Beale 
Department of Psychology and School 
of Business Administration, University of Michigan 
B.A. Psychology, 1980 
RECOGNITION OF GRADUATES 
Albert K. Karnig 
PRESENTATION AND INVESTITURE 
OF MASTERS' CANDIDATES 
Louis A. Fernandez 
CONFERRING OF M.A. DEGREES 
Albert K. Karnig 
PRESENTATION AND INVESTITURE 
OF BACHELORS' CANDIDATES 
Louis A. Fernandez 
CONFERRING OF B.A. DEGREES 
Albert K. Karnig 
READERS 
Robert Blackey 
Professor of History 
James Mulvihill 
Professor of Geography 
Jean Peacock 
Professor of Psychology 
Thomas Pierce 
Professor of Economics 
CONGRATULATORY REA\ARKS 
Albert K. Karnig 
CLOSING REMARKS 
John A. Conley 
RECESSIONAL 
CSUSB Symphonic Band 
Robert Dunham, Conductor 
The audience is requested to remain 
seated until the platform party, faculty 
and graduates have exited. 
OUTSTANDING ALUMNUS AWARD 
Steve Lilburn 
B.A. Geography, 1976 
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School of Business and Administration 
O R D E R  O F  P R O C E S S I O N  




Professor of Accounting 
Harold Dyck 
Professor of Information & Decision Sciences 
Joan Kritzberg 
Professor of Management 
Lloyd Peake 
Assistant Professor of Management 
Victoria Seitz 
Professor of Marketing 
Mohamad Vaziri 





BEARER OF THE MACE 
Jeanne King 
Chair, Faculty Senate 




Associate Dean and Associate Professor of Marketing 
David DeMauro 
Vice President for Administration and Finance 
Louis A. Fernandez 
Vice President for Academic Affairs 
Elizabeth Fields 
Director of Development and Alumni Affairs 
for the School of Business and Public Administration 
Sue Creenfeld 
Master of Business Administration 
Program Director and Professor of Management 
Lee Hanson 
Associate Professor of Management 
Barry Knight 




ALUMNI BOARD OF DIRECTORS 
Tal Wilson 
B.A. Marketing, 1981, M.B.A. 1982 
COMMENCEMENT SPEAKER 
Jon Slater 
President and Chief Operating Officer 
Optivus Technology, Inc. 
OUTSTANDING ALUMNA 
Deborah Crowley 
B.S. Accounting, 1981 
Steven Mintz 
Dean of the School of Business 
and Public Administration 
Olga J. Morales 
Administrative Operations Analyst 
Academic Resources 
Elsa M. Ochoa-Fernandez 
Director of International Student Services 
Peter A. Wilson 
Dean of Coachella Valley Campus 
Clifford Young 
Chair Public Administration 










Albert K. Karnig 





T H E  P R O G R A M  
PROCESSIONAL 
Pomp and Circumstance 
Etiwanda High School Band 
Don Jaramillo, Director 
CONVENING OF THE THIRTY-
SECOND UNIVERSITY 
COMMENCEMENT OF THE SCHOOL 
OF BUSINESS AND PUBLIC 
ADMINISTRATION 
Jeanne King 
Chair, Faculty Senate 
Associate Professor of Management 
WELCOME 
Steven M. AAintz 
MUSIC 
National Anthem 
Etiwanda High School Band 
Don Jaramillo, Director 
INTRODUCTIONS 
Albert K. Karnig 
PRESENTATION OF AWARDS 
Steven AA. Mintz 
OUTSTANDING ALUMNA AWARD 
Deborah Crowley 











President and Chief Operating Officer 
Optivus Technology, Inc. 
RECOGNITION OF GRADUATES 
Albert K. Karnig 
PRESENTATION AND INVESTITURE 
OF MASTERS' CANDIDATES 
Louis A. Fernandez 
CONFERRING OF M.A. DEGREES 
Albert K. Karnig 
PRESENTATION AND INVESTITURE 
OF BACHELORS' CANDIDATES 
Louis A. Fernandez 
CONFERRING OF B.A. DEGREES 
Albert K. Karnig 
READERS 
Sung-Koo Huh 
Professor of Accounting 
Janice Loutzenhiser 
Associate Professor of Management 
Norton Marks 
Professor of Marketing 
CONGRATULATORY REMARKS 




arr. William Adams, '91 
Sung by Shane Churchill 
CLOSING REMARKS 
Steven M. Mintz 
RECESSIONAL 
Etiwanda High School Band 
Don Jaramillo, Director 
The audience is requested to remain 
seated until the platform party, faculty 
and graduates have exited. 
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School of Humanities 




Professor of Music 
Rosalind Bresnahan 
Assistant Professor of Communication Studies 
Ruth Burke 
Associate Professor of Foreign Languages 
Jill Buroker 
Professor of Philosophy 
Mary Goodwin 
Associate Professor of Art 
Elinors Partridge 
Associate Professor of English 
Thomas Provenzano 
Assistant Professor of Theatre Arts 
Ted Ruml 





BEARER OF THE A\ACE 
Ronald E. Barnes 
Professor Emeritus, Department of Theatre Arts 




Vice President for Information Resources 
and Technology 
Jacques Benzakein 
Chair, Department of Foreign Languages 
Kathryn Ervin 
Acting Chair, Department of Theatre Arts 
Louis A. Fernandez 
Vice President for Academic Affairs 
Loren Filbeck 
Chair, Department of Music 
Susan Finsen 
Chair, Department of Philosophy 
Beverly L. Flendricks 
Dean, School of Humanities 
Sandra Kamusikiri 
Chair, Department of English 
Julius Kaplan 
Dean, Graduate Studies 
Daniel Whitaker 
Coordinator of Liberal Studies 
COMMUNITY LEADERS 
Betty Dean Anderson 
City of San Bernardino Councilwoman 
Representative for Ward 6 
ALUMNI BOARD OF DIRECTORS 
Lou Monville 
Alumni Board 
B.A. Communication Studies, 1994 
UNIVERSITY ADVISORY BOARD 
Brian Reider 
B.A. English, 1973 
COMMENCEMENT SPEAKER 
Albert K. Karnig 
President 
California State University, San Bernardino 
OUTSTANDINC ALUMNA 
Jody Duncan 
B.A. Theatre Arts, 1990 
Eva Kirsch 
Director, Robert V. Fullerton Art Museum 
Roger Lintault 




M.A. Interdiscipline & Theatre Arts 
Craig Monroe 
Chair, Department of Communication Studies 
Jerrold Pritchard 
Associate Vice President for Academic Programs 








T H E  P R O G R A M  
PROCESSIONAL 
Pomp and Circumstance 
CSUSB Symphonic Band 
Robert Dunham, Director 
CONVENINC OF THE THIRTY-
SECOND UNIVERSITY 
COMMENCEMENT OF THE SCHOOL 
OF HUMANITIES 
Ronald Barnes 
Professor Emeritus of Theatre Arts 
Bearer of the Mace 
WELCOME 
Beverly L. Hendricks 
MUSIC 
Alma fAater 
William Cox. Alumnus 1990 




Department of Music 
COMMENCEMENT ADDRESS 
Albert K. Karnig 
President 
California State University, San Bernardino 
RECOGNITION OF GRADUATES 
Albert K. Karnig 
PRESENTATION AND INVESTITURE 
OF MASTERS' CANDIDATES 
Louis A. Fernandez 
CONFERRING OF M.A. DEGREES 
Albert K. Karnig 
READERS 
Jacques Benzakein 
Chair, Department of Foreign Languages 
Loren Filbeck 
Chair, Department of Music 
CONGRATULATORY REMARKS 
Albert K. Karnig 
CLOSING REMARKS 
Beverly L. Hendricks 
RECESSIONAL 
CSUSB Symphonic Band 
The audience is requested to remain 
seated until the graduates, faculty 
and platform party have exited. 
INTRODUCTIONS 
Albert K. Karnig 
PRESENTATION OF AWARDS 
Beverly L. Hendricks 
OUTSTANDING ALUMNA AWARD 
Jody Duncan 




Department of Theatre Arts 
STUDENT GREETINGS 
Jeffrey Grauel, Art 
Alicia Johnson, Communication Studies 
Diana Castro, English 
Pedro Rosas, Foreign Languages 
Shaunice Silas, Liberal Studies 
Evan Berry, Music 
Patrick Reider, Philosophy 
Ann Johnston-Brown, Theatre Arts 
PRESENTATION AND INVESTITURE 
OF BACHELORS' CANDIDATES 
Louis A. Fernandez 
CONFERRING OF B.A. DEGREES 
Albert K. Karnig 
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School of Education 
O R D E R  O F  P R O C E S S I O N  




Chair of Science, Mathematics 
& Technology Education 
Cheryl Fischer 
Professor of Leadership, Curriculum & Instruction 
Irvin Howard 
Professor of Educational Policy & Research 
Todd Jennings 
Chair of Learning, Literacy & Culture 
Patricia Kelly 
Professor of Educational Psychology & Counseling 
Robert London 
Assistant Professor of Learning, Literacy & Culture 
Jim Monaghan 
Assistant Professor of Science, 
Mathematics & Technology Education 
Kathryn Reilly 
Chair of Educational Psychology Counseling 
David Stine 
Chair of Leadership, Curriculum & Instruction 
Darleen Stoner 





BEARER OF THE MACE 
Mildred Henry 
Professor of Educational Psychology & Counseling 
UNIVERSITY ADMINISTRATORS 
AND FACULTY 
Patricia K. Arlin 
Dean of the School of Education 
Louis A. Fernandez 
Vice President for Academic Affairs 
Mildred Henry 
Professor of Educational Psychology & Counseling 
Iris Riggs 
Associate Dean of the School of Education 
Frank Rincon 
Vice President for Student Services 
Judith M. Rymer 
Vice President for University Relations 
Dwight Sweeney 
Associate Dean of the School of Education 
Peter A. Wilson 




Riverside County Superintendent of Schools 
SAN BERNARDINO COUNTY 
SUPERINTENDENT 
Barry Pulliam 
San Bernardino County Superintendent of Schools 
ALUMNI BOARD OF DIRECTORS 
Mauricio Arellano 
M.A. Educational Administration, 1996 
COMMENCEMENT SPEAKER 
Honorable George E. Brown, Jr. 
U.S. Representative, 42nd District 
OUTSTANDINC ALUMNA 
Erma Nichols 
M.A. Educational Counseling, 1988 
M.A. Educational Administration, 1991 
PRESIDENT 
Albert K. Karnig 
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T H E  P R O C R A M  
PROCESSIONAL 
Pomp and Circumstance 
Clifford Young, Jr., Jazz Quartet 
Laura Howzell Young, Piano 
Assistant Professor of Learning, Literacy & Culture 
CONVENING OF THE THIRTY-
SECOND UNIVERSITY 
COMMENCEMENT OF THE SCHOOL 
OF EDUCATION 
Mildred Henry 
Professor of Educational Psychology & Counseling 
MUSIC 
National Anthem 
Clifford Young, Jr., Trumpet 
WELCOME 
Patricia K. Arlin 
INTRODUCTIONS 
Albert K. Karnig 
PRESENTATION OF AWARDS 
Patricia K. Arlin 
OUTSTANDING ALUMNA AWARD 
Erma Nichols 
M.A. Educational Counseling, 1988 





Honorable George E. Brown, Jr. 
U.S. Representative, 42nd District 
RECOGNITION OF GRADUATES 
Albert K. Karnig 
PRESENTATION AND INVESTITURE 
OF MASTERS' CANDIDATES 
Louis A. Fernandez 
CONFERRING OF M.A. DEGREES 
Albert K. Karnig 
PRESENTATION AND INVESTITURE 
OF BACHELORS' CANDIDATES 
Louis A. Fernandez 
CONFERRING OF B.A. DEGREES 
Albert K. Karnig 
RECOGNITION OF CREDENTIAL 
CANDIDATES 
Patricia K. Arlin 
READERS 
Maria Balderrama 
Assistant Professor of Learning, Literacy & Culture 
Sherry Howie 
Professor of Leadership, Curriculum & Instruction 
Deborah Stine 
Lecturer, Leadership, Curriculum & Instruction 
CONGRATULATORY REMARKS 
Albert K. Karnig 
MUSIC 
Alma Mater 
Clifford Young, Jr. and Audience 
Laura Howzell Young, Piano 
CLOSING REMARKS 
Patricia K. Arlin 
RECESSIONAL 
What a Wonderful World 
Clifford Young, Jr., Jazz Quartet 
James Clark, Guitar 
James Jefferson, Bass 
Albert Drew, Jr., Percussion 
Clifford Young Jr., Trumpet 
Laura Howzell Young, Piano 
The audience is requested to remain 
seated until the platform party, 
faculty and graduates have exited. 
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N O T E S  
EMERGENCIES 
Personnel from the Department of Public Safety are on duty 
to provide aid in the event of emergencies. In addition, an 
Emergency Medical Technician (EMI) will be available, sta­
tioned inside the Coussoulis Arena lobby. 
GIFTS AND MEMORABILIA 
Bookstore personnel will be stationed at various locations 
around the Commencement site selling congratulatory bou­
quets of flowers and balloons. 
PHOTOGRAPHS 
Academic Affairs has arranged for a commercial photogra­
pher to take pictures of each graduate receiving their diplo­
ma on the stage. Proofs will be sent to each participant 
who has requested them. 
Guests are asked to take photographs and videotape record­
ings outside the arena where there will be several photo 
opportunities before and after the ceremony. 
PROCESSIONAL 
The processional requires that all of the aisles remain clear, 
so that the faculty, graduates and the platform party may 
enter the Commencement arena unimpeded. The audience 
is asked to remain in their seats and to cooperate with mar­
shals and ushers. 
PRESENTATION OF THE GRADUATES 
As the graduate's name is read, the student will cross the 
stage. A professional photographer will photograph the 
graduate on the stage. Order of procession: Master's 
degree candidates will be called first; the undergraduates 
will follow. 
RECESSIONAL 
The Recessional requires the cooperation of both graduates 
and audience. To enable the Recessional line to keep mov­
ing and to avoid a major congestion problem, the audience 
is asked to remain seated until all graduates have left the 
seating area. The graduates will follow the faculty and the 
platform party to the area where they assembled at which 
time they will disperse. 
REFRESHMENTS AND ALUMNI GIFTS 
The CSUSB Alumni Association is selling cold drinks near 
Coussoulis Arena. Proceeds support the Alumni Association 
Scholars Fund which provides scholarship awards to deserv­
ing students. Guests looking for the perfect way to say 
"Congratulations!" to their graduate also will find attrac­
tively wrapped alumni gifts at the Alumni Association tent. 
Class of '98 grads are encouraged to stop by for a compli­
mentary CSUSB alumni decal. 
RESTROOMS 
There are restrooms in the Coussoulis Arena and in the old 
PE building adjacent to the arena. 
SMOKING 
No smoking is permitted inside the Coussoulis Arena. 
TELEPHONES 
Telephones are available for you use on the south side of 
Pfau Library, inside the Lower Commons and the Student 
Union. 
THE UNIVERSITY MACE 
The university mace is a ceremonial symbol of authority 
carried in academic processions at commencements and 
convocations. Originating in the Middle Ages, it once was a 
formidable weapon, held ready to protect the person of 
dignity. 
The university mace was designed and fashioned by Mark 
Petherbridge, B.A., Art, 1985, with technical supervision 
from Roger Lintault, professor of art. The head of the mace, 
cast in silicon bronze through the traditional lost wax 
process, bears the logotype of the university on the crest, 
surrounded by symbols of education. The shaft is con­
structed of rosewood, chosen for its rich color, and trimmed 
with laminated maple strips. The mace, including the 
bronze tip, is approximately 27 inches long. 
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N O T E S  
THE ACADEMIC DRESS 
Academic ceremonies with their gowns, mortarboards, tas­
sels, hoods and maces are colorful traditions handed down 
from European universities of the Middle Ages. The first 
organized institutions of learning took form during the 
twelfth and thirteenth centuries, generally under the juris­
diction of the church. Academic regalia, as we know it 
today, has evolved from the robes, hoods and caps worn 
mainly for warmth in unheated buildings by the clerics, 
monks and priests who were the first students. 
United States universities now have standardized the acade­
mic regalia so that its features are common throughout the 
country. The gown is ordinarily black for academic degrees. 
The pattern of the sleeves varies with the degree held: 
pointed sleeves for the bachelor's degree, short sleeves for 
the master's degree and round full sleeves for the doctoral 
degree. The bachelor's and master's gowns have no trim­
mings. The doctoral gown is faced down the front with 
black velvet and three bars of the same material across the 
sleeves. The color of the velvet on the sleeves also could be 
the color of the subject in which the degree was earned. 
The hood usually is not worn for the bachelor's degree. 
The master's hood is shorter and lacks the panels of the 
doctor's hood. The silk lining of the hood bears the colors 
of the institution from which the individual was graduated. 
The velvet binding or edging of the hood designates the 
academic major in which the wearer has taken his or her 
degree. 
The field of study is indicated by the color of the velvet fac­
ing on the hood of all master's and doctoral degree holders. 
FIELDS OF STUDY FOR THE MASTERS' DECREES 
OFFERED AT CSUSB: 
Biology Cold 
Business Administration Drab 
Counseling and Cuidance Light Blue 
Criminal Justice Purple 
Computer Science 
Education Light Blue 
Educational Administration Light Blue 
English Composition White 
Health Sciences Salmon 
Interdisciplinary Studies White 
Mathematics Cold 
National Security Studies Peacock Blue 
Psychology Cold 
Public Administration Peacock Blue 
Rehabilitation Counseling Light Blue 
Social Sciences Citron 
Social Work Citron 
HONORS 
Class of 1998: Students eligible to participate in the 1998 
Commencement ceremony are the December 1997 and March 
1998 graduates and the June and September 1998 candidates 
for degrees. Craduation with Honors: Honors at graduation 
are awarded to undergraduate students in three classifica­
tions based upon all courses taken at California State 
University, San Bernardino and other institutions of higher 
learning. The minimum grade-point averages for recogni­
tion are: Honors, 3.5; High Honors, 3.75; and Highest 
Honors, 3.9. 1998 candidates for degrees are listed with 
honors as based upon their grade-point averages at the 
conclusion of the winter quarter. 
Phi Kappa Phi: In recognition of outstanding academic 
achievement, students graduating in the top 10 percent of 
their class are invited to join The Honor Society of Phi Kappa 
Phi. This national honorary society recognizes and encour­
ages superior scholarship in all academic disciplines. 
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION AWARDS PROCRAM 
The CSUSB Alumni Association Awards Program honors for­
mer students who bring distinction to California State 
University, San Bernardino through their outstanding pro­
fessional achievements, exemplary community involvement 
and exceptional leadership, devotion and service for the 
betterment of the university. The Alumni Association recog­
nizes one outstanding graduate from each school and 
accords its highest honor, the Distinguished Alum Award, to 
one of the five outstanding alumni. 
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N O T E S  
Note to all graduates: Please be aware that your name, 
address, phone number, school and year of graduation may 
be used by Cal State, San Bernardino for the development of 
university affiliated marketing programs. If you do not 
wish to have this information used, please let us know by 
writing to the CSUSB Alumni Office, 5500 University 
Parkway, San Bernardino, CA 92407, or you may contact us 
by e-mail at alumni@wiley.csusb.edu 
HONORS CORDS 
Both Phi Kappa Phi members and students who have earned 
university honors through March are eligible to wear honors 
cords as a special mark of the distinction they have 
achieved. In addition. Phi Kappa Phi members are eligible 
to wear the honor society medallion. 
NOTES 
The students listed herein were candidates for the degrees 
indicated when the Commencement program was printed; 
this is not an official degree list. Diplomas will be issued 
to those who successfully complete all requirements. 
Inquiries about your listing should be directed to an evalu-
ator in the Admissions Office (909) 880-5219. 
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PHI KAPPA PHI 
National Honors Society 
lohn Acevedo 
Jean Aldrete 
Latricia J. Alexander 
Rhonda Alexander 
Jennifer Anderson 
Sandra AA. Arnett 
Arlene J. Baeza 
Adriana R. Bailey 
Regan S. Bailey 
Carrie Baker 
Susan Bancroft 
Joy A. Barta 










Christy Lee Bowen 
Barbara Brady 
Sean Brannon 
Luis G. Bravo 
Caren Brooks 
Maria S. Brower 
Teresa S. Brown 
Marilyn K. Burks 
Vicki J. Busch 
Margaret Callaway 
Dena C. Carey 
Katrina Carter 
Kathleen Cauley 
Barbara I. Chandler 
Herman Atreus Chandler 
Karen Chapin 
Linea R. Chrismon 
Alicia Christiansen 
Margaret E. Cobb 
Sharon L. Colt 
Jamie Erin Conley 
April M. Cortez 
Carol Coyne 
Kenneth Cramm 
Julianna M. Cruz 
Judy A. Cuddigan 
Michelle R. Cummins 
Edward Davis 
Richard C. Davis 
Carmen X. Davila 
Kathleen Dutton 
Jennifer Eannarino 





Karen Riess Forte 
Crystal L. Fountain 
Donah R. Freeman 
Angelica M. Freyre 
Silvana M. Garcia 
MarieEe. Gardner 
Richard Gerhart 
Maria m. Gonzalez 
Richard Gonzales 
Jon Goldman 
Dennis E. Graham 


















April E. Johnson 
Kristin lohnson 
Susan Johnson 
Tamara L. Johnstone 
Laura I. Kikawa 












Christine A. Lawrence 
Kim Leang 
John Le Master 








Dale B. Marsden 
Elizabeth Marshall 
Stephanie Martin 
Michael I. Mc Kenzie 
Joy Mc Kinley 
Lisa Mejia 
Erin Michaelis 
Randy J. Minarik 
Patricia Miskofski 
Deborah Mount 
Kristina L. Mueller 
Carmen Murillo-Moyeda 
Steven R. Nahrstadt 
Redina Nation 
Christine Van Cleave 
Newkirk 
Lorney R. O'Connor 
Carolyn B. Ogden 
Janice Orr 
Collins E. Osagiede 
Ryan K. Palomino 
Gwendolyn Parker 




Lizabeth A. Perez 
Marian B. Petrovick 
Julie V. Pham 
Raylene M. Phillips 
Patricia Pitts 
Shannon Polchow 
Heather L. Porst 
Penelope Quibell 
John Quinones 
Dana C. Ramsden-Olague 





Darlene Lu Rieber 
Christopher Riley 







Michelle R. Salazar 
Aurora Sanchez 








Donna L. Shea-Newman 
Rowena Siamen 
Paul I. Silva 
Sharon L. Simmons 
Kathryn Sinclair 
leanne Cancel Sikoff 
Eric Slagle 










Jennifer M. Stoever 
Barbara Jo Talbert 
Jennifer Tamayo 
Cecilia Thill 
Rhonda Berry Thomas 
Alysha Timmons 
Veronica M. Toliver 
May Ton 
Sandra L. Torres 
Randi Lynn Troxell 
Kim Tucker 
Hester R. Turpin 
Tina Valdez 
Marline Van Alstine 
Cynthia Vokoun 
Joseph P. Walsh 
Glenda Warren-Cleveland 
Tonya Washington 
Leah Dyanne Watson 
Christina Wiersma 
Michael Wilson 




Isaac. R. Zaragoza 
Margie M. Zimmer 
ETA SICMA 
CAMAVA 
Honor Society for 
Health Educators 
Robin Alvarado 











Alpha Eta Theta Chapter 
Brian Jacob Baillie 
Carrie Ann Balrer 
Grace Batie 
Gwendolyn D. Binks 
leanne Deirdre Cancel 
Sikoff 
Roxanne Marie Case 
Kelly Ann Casey 
Diana Lynne Castro 
Vanessa Rose Chambers 
Sharon Cowley 
Angela Marie DeSarro 
William Estep 
Stephanie Clissmeyer 
Donna Marie Guiliano 
Mario lose Gutierrez 
Shannon Lee Hammock 
Typhani Rose Harris 
Nicholas Felix Kawalec 
Christi Anne Kesig 
Lynn Kick-Holod 
Jennifer Lynn Kirchoff 
Royce Frances Lee Mello 
Kimberly Ann Miller 
Blair T. Nottle 
Eileen Frances Osgood 
Elizabeth Ann Paine 
Susie lean Payne 
Julia C. Pineda 




Kelly Hao Vuong 
Glenda Warren-Cleveland 
Elisabeth A. Wenzl 
Dennis Wally Woodbury 
Lara Kay Zapalac 
Christopher Thomas Zych 
PSI-CHI 






lames M. Casey 
Sharie Colt 




Lisa Ann Dolstra 
Teri Eileen Evans 
Cynthia Fernandez 
Patricia E. Fields 
Heidi E. Fonosch 
Sherry B. Freed 
Marie Gardner 
Mary Cate Cirskis 
Richard B. Gonzales 
Julie Ann Haaland 
Teresa V. Higgins 










Steven R. Nahrstadt 
Redina R. Nation 
Kathie L. Pelletier 
Audrey Rodarte-Freeman 
Barbara Manning Ryan 
Jacqueline Sawires 
Teshia R. Shubert 
Julie Shuttleworth 
Ann C. Simonds 
lean Smalley 
Barbara Y. Stine 
Elain Styer 
Ka Mala Thomas 
Ajay R. Wadhwa 
Danny B Welch 
Novanh Xayarath 
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BACHELOR OF ARTS 
Julie Ann Abbott, Administration 
Ahmad Abel, Management 
Tami Abell, English, Honors 
Richard Lee Abrum Jr., Administration 
Amelia A. Acevedo, Social Science 
Nelly Aceves, Psychology 
Nelly Aceves, Human Development 
Earl Leo Adams, Psychology 
Roseann C. Adams, Liberal Studies 
Petrus Adde Rindo Rindo, Administration 
Boye Adenihun, Administration 
Nicole L. Adkins, Liberal Studies 
Cina Affatati-Uresti, Biology 
Stephanie Aggazzotti, Psychology 
H. Michael Aguilar, Social Science 
Lorraine Aguilera, Communication 
David Aguilo, Communication 
Nanice Ahmed, Communication 
George Alamsah, Administration 
Matthew Steve Alaniz, Social Science 
Tammy J. Alaniz, Criminal Justice 
Tammy J. Alaniz, Administration 
Victoria Frances Alarcon, Spanish 
Hammad Alazemi, Administration 
Paul Garrett Alba, Social Science 
Candice Gerilyn Aldana, Psychology 
Candice Gerilyn Aldana, Liberal Studies 
Lisa Renee Aldulaimi, Liberal Studies 
Gregory H. Alexander III, Political Science 
Rhonda J. Alexander, Spanish, Honors • 
Varday Alexander, Administration 
Rashed Alfalahi, Administration 
Arthur Lee Alfred II, Communication 
Lauren May Algallar, Communication 
Mohammed S. AlGhamdi, Administration 
Saad Ghanem Saad Al-Ghanem, Administration 
Mohamed Al-Harmoudi, Administration 
Homoud Aljabri, Administration 
Brigham Frans Allebes. Art 
Carley Jo Allen, English 
Carol Lynn Allen, English 
Carrie Elizabeth Allen, Sociology, Honors A 
Charles J. Allen, Economic 
Richard Allen, Biology 
Robert Allen, Communication 
shannon Christine Allen, Liberal Studies 
Robert Anthony Almanza, History 
Abdulla Salem Al-Mehairbi, Administration 
Meshal Almosallam, Finance & Information Management 
Eric AlonSO, Communication 
Farouq Taha Al-Oumi, Administration 
Dawn Alsop, Administration, Honors 
Crystal Jean Alveti, Liberal Studies 
Brian Scott Amador, Biology 
Ose David Amafidon, Political Science 
Mitsuo Hirabara Amakusa, English 
Maria Ambriz-Ruiz, Liberal Studies 
Marbee Amirghan, Administration 
Robb Michael Andersen, Theatre Arts 
Adam Frank Anderson, Criminal Justice 
Amie Merie Anderson, Social Science 
Jennifer Lou Anderson, Art, Honors • 
Lorna Leigh Anderson, Administration, Highesi Honors 
A Departmental Honors 
• Phi Kappa Phi 
Teresa D. Anderson, History 
Wayne R. Anderson, Administration, Honors 
Anna Margaret Andrews, Sociology 
Arcelia Anguiano, Liberal Studies 
Maria T. Anter, Psychology 
Rachel Leah Antrobus, Communication 
Masanori Aoki, History 
Linda L. Apodaca, Sociology, Honors 
Marc R. Aponte, Theatre Arts 
Patricia Suzanne Appleton, Liberal Studies 
Edward Araiza, Liberal Studies 
Mirna Esther Arambula, Administration 
Alfonso Couoh Arbaugh, Sociology 
Arnold Arciniega, Administration 
Anna Susana Arellano, Liberal Studies 
Michael Ruben Arellano, Liberal Studies 
Noemi Laura Ramirez Arellano, Liberal Studies, Spanish 
Francisco J. Arevalo, Psychology 
Rahmatulla Ariamal, Psychology 
Susanne Eisenhart Arias, Liberal Studies 
Glen G. Aritonang, Administration 
Barbara Sue Armagno, Liberal Studies 
Jason Wade Armstrong, Communication 
Anamaria Marquez Arroyo, English 
Susan Arroyo, Psychology 
Susan Arroyo, Human Development 
Cheryl Lynn Arthur, Liberal Studies 
Shannan Kathleen Ash, Human Development 
Tracy J. Asher, Communication 
Celesta Evonne Atkins, Sociology, High Honors 
Sam Attaei, Biology 
Selu Atu, Sociology 
Dominique Ann Atwood, Mathematics 
Betty Lynn Austin-Byrd, History 
Gustavo C. Avalos, An 
Lisa Marie Avalos, Criminal Justice 
John Robert Avenetti, Administration 
Sara Catherine Avila, Liberal Studies 
Delia Hernandez Aviles, Liberal Studies 
Margarita Rios Avina, Administration 
Rebecca A. Ax, Psychology 
Trino Neil Ayala, Psychology 
Fatima Saida Baazizi, Biology 
Judy J. Baca, Anthropology 
Evangelos Nikos Bachanos, Chemistry 
Elizabeth A. Bachman, Psychology 
Tina Louis Backus-McDonnel, Human Services 
Phyllis Gay Baer, Psychology 
Arlene Jacqueline Baeza, Psychology, Honors • 
Adriana Raquel Bailey, Human Development, Psychology, 
High Honors • 
Brian Jacob-Paul Bailie, English 
James L. Baillie, History 
Susan Kathleen Bain, Liberal Studies 
MaryAnn Christine Baird, Administration 
Carrie Ann Baker, English, Honors • 
Elizabeth Lee Baker, Psychology, High Honors A 
Jeffrey Kent Baker, Administration 
Kimberly G. Baker, Administration 
Kristi Marsetta Baker, Political Science 
Lyman E. Baker, Criminal Justice 
Michelle Lee Baker, Psychology 
Sheri L. Baldwin, Psychology, Criminal Justice 
Stefnie Ball, Psychology 
Daniel Ballester Marquez, Anthropology 
Christine Marie Balling, Liberal Studies 
Randy Paul Balling, Psychology 
Bardo lames E. Baluyot, English 
Waleed A. Bandar, Administration 
Lindsay Leigh Bane, Liberal Studies, High Honors 
Wendy Rollie-Banks, Sociology 
Marisela Banuelos, Liberal Studies 
David A. Baptiste, Communication 
Beatriz Barajas, Psychology 
Gabriela Barajas, Criminal Justice 
Luis T. Barba, Art 
Trisha Paulette Barcley, Psychology, Highest Honors 
Cynthia J. Barents, Art, Honors 
Anne S. Barnes, English 
Laura Emily Barnes, Art 
Scott Shipman Barnes, Administration 
Lorelei Barnett, Criminal Justice 
Renata Sabrina Barragan, Liberal Studies 
Suzanne Michelle Barrett, Political Science 
Monica Maria Barriga, Administration 
Joy Allison Barta, Liberal Studies, Highest Honors • 
Michelle Arlene Bartholomew, Liberal Studies, Honors 
Che Ernesto Bartlett, Administration 
Carolyn D. Bass, Liberal Studies 
Colleen LeAnn Bassett, Liberal Studies 
Diana F. Bates, Art 
Marianne Elizabeth Bathke, Administration 
Grace Helena Batie, English 
Inga Michelle Bats, Sociology 
Brandie Lynnet Baugh, Communication 
Melinda Marie Baxter, Anthropology 
Grace Faeldo Bayot, Sociology 
Doris Edith Baza, Liberal Studies 
Kathleen Marie Beach, Liberal Studies 
Pamela Renee Beach, Liberal Studies 
Julie Catherine Bealer, English 
Brian M. Beard, Administration, Honors A I 
Jennifer Le Beckett, Communication 
Patrick Robert Beckner, Administration, Honors • 
Stacy Beckstrand, Liberal Studies 
Robert Cameron Beglau, Liberal Studies, High Honors 
David Begley, Mathematics 
Dwayne Lyndell Bell, Criminal Justice 
Tara Bell, Liberal Studies 
Mohammed Abdul Razzak Belouma, Administration 
Gary L. Bemis, Communication 
Eliu A. Benavides, Social Science 
Raquel Christine Benmergui, Administration 
Bryan Richard Bennecke, Psychology 
Annamarie Renae Bennett, Liberal Studies 
Jennifer Ann Bennett, Liberal Studies 
Tasha May Bennett, Liberal Studies 
Christopher Eric Berger, Biology 
Laura M. Berkeley, Liberal Studies, Honors 
John Berletich, Administration, Honors 
LaToya Tisshon Bernard, Liberal Studies 
Michelle M. Bernstein, Criminal Justice 
Evan D. Berry, Music, Honors 
Hilarie Berry, Sociology 
Hilarie Berry, Liberal Studies 
Georgi A. Berselle, Psychology, Liberal Studies, Honors 
Victoria Elena Gutierrez-Besedin, Liberal Studies 
Lula G. Beyene, Sociology 
Scott Michael Biggerstaff, Psychology, Communication 
Erdal Bilek, Administration 
Lynn Marie Billings, Liberal Studies 
Gwendolyn D. Binks, English, High Honors • 
Gregory A. Bird, Biology 
Jon-Paul Black, History 
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Rochelle Ann Blackstone, Sociology 
Pamela M. Blackwill, Administration 
Maritess Martha Blackwood, Liberal Studies 
Stephen Roy Bladen, Administration 
Ilse J. Blahak, Liberal Studies 
Darla Ann Blanchard, Psychology 
Judy Blanchard, Psychology 
Rita Michelle Blankenship, Sociology 
Mariah Bleau, Human Development 
Kitty Bliss, Liberal Studies 
Amy Renee Bloomer, Psychology 
Chris D. Blumberg, Environmental Studies 
Devon C. Boatman, Administration 
Jackie Grace Boboye, Sociology 
Richard Martin Boeger Jr., Sociology 
Glenna Ann Boese, Liberal Studies, Psychology, 
High Honors A 
Robert L. Bogart, Administration 
Cherie Bogel, Sociology 
Patricia Ann Bogema, Biology, Honors 
Cathy Lynn Bogh, Liberal Studies 
Debbie Bogh, Psychology, Honors 
Jennifer Bohnert, Liberal Studies 
Yadira R. Boites, Psychology, Honors 
Hans Bolowich, Biology 
Jeanelle Louise Bolus, Administration 
Charles Joseph Bonadiman, English 
Tina Louise Bonato, Liberal Studies 
Crispin C. Bonilla, Administration 
Dilma C. Bonzer, Human Services 
Sandra L. Book. Sociology A 
Corina Lynn Borsuk, Communication, High Honors 
Sharlene Jannette Bostic, Political Science 
David B. Bouch, English 
Monique Rozette Bowdoin, Music 
Christy Lee Bowen, Liberal Studies, HighHonors • 
Bonny Lynn Bowie, Liberal Studies 
Linda Maxine Bowie, CriminaUustice A 
Adam Bowlan, Geography 
Linda K. Boyd, Administration 
Rosalie I. Boyda, Anthropology 
Misty Leigh Boyer, Liberal Studies 
Robert Phillips Bradfield, Communication 
sheila Denise Bradford, Sociology 
Dawn Lynette Bradley, Mathematics 
Kimberly Bradley, Liberal Studies 
Warren Scott Bradley, History 
Barbara Brady, 5oc/(?/og)', Highest Honors A 
Ronald Spencer Brand, Liberal Studies 
Ehrgott L. Brandon, Administration 
Mason Thomas Branham, Social Science 
Patrick Lee Brannon, History 
Jeffrey Maurice Brantley, Social Science 
Rachelle Marleine Branton, Administration 
Tracy Lynn Bratton, Liberal Studies 
Jennifer Elizabeth Braun, Administration 
Elvia Irene Bravo, Liberal Studies 
Lori Lynn Breeden, Psychology 
Georgette Del Carmen Briceno, CriminaUustice , 
Liberal Studies A 
Lupe Brimm, Administration 
Michelle Lee Broadway, Liberal Studies 
Leisa Marie Brockham, Liberal Studies 
Derrick Sean Brooks, Biology 
Tanika Rene Brooks, Liberal Studies 
Brett Randall Brown, Administration 
Cathy Renee Brown, Liberal Studies 
Pleasance LaRae Brown, Criminal Justice 
Christine Marie Buccat, Criminal Justice 
Dian Buchanan, Liberal Studies 
Jennifer Ann Buma, Liberal Studies 
Jennifer Burdette, Liberal Studies 
Buresli Nasser Ibrahim, Administration 
Karen Francis Burk, Liberal Studies 
Kristin A. Burkes, Administration 
Marilyn K. Burks, History 
Blake Ellen Burnett, Biology 
Vicky Lynn Burnham, Liberal Studies 
Catherine Marie Burns, Liberal Studies, Honors 
Dave Burns, Economic 
Kathryn Burrows, Chemistry 
Aaron Paul Burton, Environmental Studies 
Bruce Burton, Administration 
Muneca Christina Burton, Liberal Studies 
Joseph Dwaine Busby, Liberal Studies 
Vicki Jean Busch, Liberal Studies • 
Mark Howard Bush, Political Science 
Bradley B. Butterfield, Administration 
John Owen Butterfield, Communication 
Linda Pearcy Bynum, Criminal Justice 
Eui Won James Byun, Mathematics, Chemistry 
Erica Anne Cable, Psychology 
Sarichia G. Cacciatore, Geography A 
Allyce K. Cadwell, Liberal Studies 
Paula Elizabeth Cagan, Communication 
Joelle Cathleen Gasparin-Caiola, Sociology 
Angela Christina Jobe, Liberal Studies 
Lori N. Calderon, Criminal Justice 
Ricardo Mauricio Calderon, Environmental Studies 
Cynthia Cecilia Caluya, Art 
Laura Gwendolyn Camacho, Administration 
Christine Anne Lawrence, Administration, High Honors A 
Toni Virginia Campos, Liberal Studies 
Jeanne Cancel Sikoff, English, Highest Honors • 
Emmie Marie Cannell-Pham, Chemistry 
LuisitO Caparas, Administration 
Cheryl L. Caperton, Criminal Justice 
Leticia Cardinal, Liberal Studies 
Dena C. Carey, Sociology, High Honors A • 
Leslie Sean Carey, Sociology 
Jose Luis Carmona, Economic 
Lourdes Marquez Olguin Carmona, Psychology, 
Human Development 
Mario Carranza, Liberal Studies 
Ruben Carranza, Psychology, Honors 
Raquel R. Carrasco, Sociology 
Rebecca Socorro Carreon, Human Development 
Sean Dennis Carrick, Psychology 
Edward Jon Cartagena, Communication 
C. Bradley Carter, Spanish 
Edith E. Carter, Liberal Studies, Honors 
Candice J. Carton, Administration 
cherish Lynne Carvetta, Liberal Studies 
Hector Casas, Sociology 
Roxanne M. Case, English 
Steven Duane Case, Communication 
James Matthew Casey, Psychology A 
Kelly Ann Casey, EtigUsh 
Kathy A. Caso, Liberal Studies 
Denise M. Castaneda, Liberal Studies 
Stephanie Karine Casteel, Sociology 
David Ricardo Elivd Castellanos, Administration 
Lee Ann Castillo, Administration 
Arnold R. Castro, Administration 
Diana L. Castro, English, Honors 
Tanya Castro, Human Development 
Tanya Castro, Psychology 
Patricia Caudillo, Art 
Greggory L. Caven, Administration 
Brandy L. Cease, Art 
Catherine Mariane Beverly Conty, English 
Bernadette Cecilia Celis, Liberal Studies 
Camilla Cervantes-Garcia, Communication 
Felicita Anna Cervantes, Psychology 
Helena Marie Cervantes, Human Development, Psychology 
Toni Benita Cervantez, Administration 
Andrew Jules Chabot, Administration 
Chai Ja'Lin, Administration 
Seth A. challenger, English 
Rodney-Danley Eric Chalmers, Psychology 
Vanessa Rose Chambers, English, Honors 
Stanley Kong Chan, Administration 
Herman Atreus Chandler, Anthropology, Social Science A I 
Chang Bai~Hsing, Administration 
Jen-Jen Chang, Administration 
Pang Ling Chang. Communication 
Una Ying Hung Chang, Administration 
Lisa-Marie Channing, Psychology 
Hsing-Tzu Chao, Marketing 
Karen Sue Chapin, Liberal Studies, Highest Honors • 
Qiana Renee Charles, Communication 
Melissa J. Michael, Social Science 
shannon Marie Chase, Liberal Studies 
Katherine Elizabeth Chavarria, Psychology 
Claudia Chavez, Liberal Studies 
Lisa Jane Chavez, Liberal Studies 
Miguel Chavez 
Shawn L. Cheatham, History 
Ping Hung Chen, Administration 
Yen-Chou Chen, Information Management 
Wen-Yang Cheng, information Management 
Darren Emory Cherry, Administration 
Evelyn Corlis Chester, Liberal Studies, High Honors 
Li chin Chiang, Marketing 
Cheng Allen chih, Administration 
Rhonda May Childers, Administration 
Jean A. Toni Childs, Liberal Studies 
Nkemakdlam Chinasa Christine Chi, Criminal Justice 
Linnea Rennee Chrismon, Liberal Studies, Highest Honors • 
Karl Russell Christensen, Psychology 
Seth Stevan Alan Christensen, Biology 
Tamara Elaine Skaggs Christensen, Psychology 
Alicia Errin Christiansen, Liberal Studies 
Nicole Christy, Psychology 
Amy Chu, Communication 
Peng Chu, Administration 
Yi-Sheng Chu, Administration 
Elaine I. Cisneros, Administration 
Ronald Derrick Clabo, Social Science, History 
Jeryl I. Clark, Social Science 
Richard Alan Clark Jr., History 
Stephanie C. Clark, Liberal Studies 
Joanne Sue Claytor, Sociology, Honors A 
Arlene J. Reed Clenna, Social Science 
Christina L. Clever, Psychology 
Kim Thavee Clifton, Biology 
Steve Todd Cline, Administration 
Maxine Cobb, Liberal Studies 
Christina Cobos, Psychology 
shelly A. Coe, Criminal Justice A 
Robin Diane Coelho, Human Development 
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Richard A. Cohn, Liberal Studies 
Richard A. Cohn, English 
Michele Lynn Cole, Liberal Studies 
Jason S. Cole, CriminalJusiice 
Doris Ja'Nein Coleman, Liberal Studies 
Pat Michael Coleman, Political Science 
Rhonda LaTrease Coleman, Criminal Justice,Liberal Studies 
Nicole Collins, Liberal Studies 
Sharie Colt, Psychology, Hotiors • 
Gillian Shawn Colvin, CriminaUustice 
Penny L. Combs, Communication 
Jennifer Lynn Congedo, Environmental Studies 
Damien Coniglio, Liberal Studies 
Scott Thomas Conklin, Communication 
Judy L. Conners, Liberal Studies 
Derek A. Conrad, Special Major 
Nicole M. Conrad, Liberal Studies 
Xavier Buack Contaoi, Administration 
Julie A. Contreras, Social Science 
Amanda R. Cook, Communication, Honors 
Amanda R. Cook, English, Honors 
Audrey Lee Longshore, Biology 
David Alexander Cook, Hisioiy 
Jennifer Elizabeth Cook, Liberal Studies 
Stanton H. Cook Jr., English 
Lee Cooke, Sociology 
Ceorgina Marie Coonce, Liberal Studies 
Colondra Lynette Cooper, Psychology 
Michelle Cooper, Liberal Studies 
Shawna Le Cooper, Liberal Studies 
Thomas Scott Cooper, English 
Valerie Corcoran, Sociology, Highest Honors 
Jacqueline V. Cordova, Psychology 
Aldo Efren Cordura, An 
Gelid Corona-Salley, Liberal Studies, Honors 
Andrea Louise Corona, Liberal Studies 
Eusebio M. Cortez, Spanish 
Michelle Lee Cortes, Liberal Studies 
April Mary Cortez, Psychology, Highest Honors • 
Laura Elena Cortez, Liberal Studies 
Maria Corza, Sociology 
Theresa Marie Costello, Sociology 
Julie Anne Cotton, Psychology 
Jennifer Lynn Couch, Communication 
Richard Worth Covington, CriminaUustice 
Sharon Cowley, English 
Erin M. Cox, English 
Ian Jeffery Cozens, Administration 
Byron L. Cram, Administration 
Marianne Crawford, Liberal Studies 
Michelle Rene Crawford, Liberal Studies 
Marnie S. Crook, Environmental Studies 
Katherine Mary Crorkin, Anthropology 
Amanda Cruz, Liberal Studies 
Jose Angel Cruz Salazar, Sociology 
JuliannaM. Cruz, Liberal Studies, HighHonors • 
Matthew P. Csupak, Administration 
Daniel A. Cuillier, Psychology 
Veronica Cullin, Human Development, Psychology 
Dana Claire Cunningham, Sociology 
lona M. Cunningham, Biology 
Sean Michael Cunningham, Political Science 
Laura Joanne Curtis, Administration 
Richard Dale Curtis, Mathematics 
Christina Inez Custode, Political Science A 
Michelle Michiko Makino, English 
Aja A. d'Encarnacao, Social Science 
Patrick J. Dabdee Sr., Administration 
Linda Lee Dahl, Liberal Studies 
Susan Marie Dains, Liberal Studies 
Peter Anthony Dalkas, Psychology 
Garrett Kai Damrath, Environmental Studies,Geography 
Pam Thi Thuan Dao, Sociology A 
Shari Jo Darrin, Administration 
Marianne Louise Dashkovitz, Communication 
Vincent R.S. Dass, Sociology 
Christie Marie Davidson, Administration 
Carmen Xochitl Davila, Liberal Studies • 
Anthony S. Davis Jr., Communication 
Brian Keith Davis, Sociology 
Edward M. Davis, English, Liberal Studies, Honors 
Philip Harold Davis, English 
Kenneth Michael Dawson, Administration 
Timothy Alexander Dawson, An 
Marqueta Day, Sociology 
Kristen Marie De Cicco, Communication 
Dena Lorine De Land, Liberal Studies 
John Pasquale Joseph De Rosa, Economic 
Jacqueline Erin De Silva, Anthropology 
Jason Alan Dean, Liberal Studies 
Sherri Lynn Y. De Castro, Administration 
Gregory Glenn Del Gado, Psychology 
Azucena Guadalupe Del Llano Jime, Communication 
Cuillermo E. Delatorre, CriminaUustice 
Cheryl Lynn Delavega, Communication 
Rosa E. Delgado-Martinez, Liberal Studies, Honors 
Mark Allan Delgado, Liberal Studies 
Oscar Delgado, Administration 
Kathryn Anne Demers, Psychology 
Laura Jean Demianew, Communication 
Colleen Beth Dennison, Psychology A 
Nikki Marie Denno, Administration 
Jeremy T. Denson, English 
Wendy K. Derosier, Sociology, Highest Honors 
Deleen Linn Devin, Communication, Honors 
Tammi Devine, Theatre Arts 
Sandra Kaye Dewey, English 
Sandra Kaye Dewey, Political Science 
Yesena DeCasaUS, Communication 
Antonia F. DeCrescenzi, liberal Studies 
Jennifer Frances DeFelice, Liberal Studies 
Kristin Linda Jane DeMarco, Psychology, High Honors 
Angela Marie DeSarro, English 
Melvin Dharmawan, Administration 
Andrea Rose Diaz, Liberal Studies 
Traci Michelle Diederich, English 
Korinna Eva Dieken, Psychology 
Karl Frederick Diemert, Social Science 
Angela Marie Dietrich, English 
Dave Dietrich, Administration 
John Anthony Diponio Jr., Administration A 
Herbert A. Dixson Jr., Human Services 
Sara J. DiRuzza, Liberal Studies 
Duyen Do, Administration 
Scott A. Dobyns, Criminal Justice 
Devon Lewis Dods, Geography 
Cheryl D. Dodson, Biology 
Lisa Ann Dolstra, Psychology, Human Development 
Valerie Ann Johnson, French, Liberal Studies 
Kristine Marie Domenici, Liberal Studies 
Natalie Ann Dominguez, Psychology 
Rick Miguel Donato, Art 
Douglass Scott Dorado, Geography, Environmental Studies 
James Kelly Doran, Psychology, Honors 
Patricia Ann Dornoff, Liberal Studies 
Lynn Elizabeth Douglass, English 
Michael Douty, Administration 
Nicole Ann Douty, Psychology 
Judith Gray Downer, Liberal Studies 
Michael Brian Drake, Environmental Studies, Geography 
Maurizio G. Dubuisson, Political Science 
Aaron Lamont Duckett, Administration 
Armando Duenas Jr., Liberal Studies 
Duh Woei-Cheng, Administration 
Carol Lynn Dunbar, Liberal Studies 
Heather Maureen Duncan, Biology 
Holly Ann Duncan, Liberal Studies 
Josephine Duplessis, Social Science 
Erika Gina Duran, Liberal Studies 
Paula Lynn Durham, Social Science 
Yvette Michelle Duron, Communication 
Connie L. Dutra, Psychology 
Tiffany M. Dwyer, Psychology 
Michael Dean Dyer, Political Science 
Barry Easdale, Special Major 
Katherine Lee Eastwood, Liberal Studies, Honors • 
Maria C. Eaton, Political Science 
Gordon Scott Eckstrom, Mathematics 
Marsha Elaine Edmond, Liberal Studies 
Charlene D. Edwards, Administration 
Lori Renee Edwards, Liberal Studies 
Dennis David Egizi, Administration 
Richard Lee Eisner, Human Development 
Linda N. El Fattal, Sociology 
Aaron Michael Elliott, Biology 
Paula J. Elmatari, Psychology, Honors 
Paula J. Elmatari, Human Development, HonorS 
Gary Shea Elofson, Criminal Justice 
Alexandra Elizabeth Elston, Liberal Studies 
Kyle Andrew Emerson, Administration 
James Emray, Environmental Studies 
Stephen Sarto Enriquez, Liberal Studies 
Sue Ann Enriquez, Liberal Studies, Honors 
Amy Eramela, Administration 
Cleopatra Erebor, Criminal Justice 
Sonya S. Erickson, Anthropology A 
Robin L. Eriksen, Communication 
Rosalva Escanuela, Sociology 
Maria J. Escobedo-Castro, Psychology 
Darline C. Espaderos, Administration 
Rachel Esparza, Sociology 
Jesus Espinosa, English 
Rene Andrade Espinosa, Criminal Justice 
Jenelle R. Espinoza, Liberal Studies 
Lisa Danielle Esquivel, Liberal Studies 
William D. Estep, English 
Angie Estrada, Liberal Studies 
Rose Marie Estrada, Criminal Justice 
James Morgan Evans, Criminal Justice 
Randi Evans, Art 
Laura Fabela, Liberal Studies 
Sally Anne Face-Holmes, Psychology 
Kathy C. Fair, Psychology 
Donna Marie Falcon, Psychology 
Lisa Falcone, Administration 
Frederick J. Falvo Jr., Economic, Biology A 
Claudia E. Fausto, Administration 
Ophelia Marie Favela, Social Science 
Amy Fazzio, Sociology A 
Barry Christopher Feinstein, History, Honors A 
Tracy Felix, Liberal Studies 
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Barbara H. Ferguson, Liberal Studies, Honors 
Jaime Ferguson, Communication, Higihest Honors 
Karen Renee Ferguson, Liberal Studies 
Christopher Lorllla Fernandez, Human Development 
Claudia Azpeitia Fernandez, Liberal Studies 
Christopher M. Ferreira, Political Science 
Maria Ortiz-Ferry, Liberal Studies 
Staci Lynn Fictum, Communication 
Patricia E. Field, Psychology • 
Mary Beth Fields, Liberal Studies 
Marie Gloria Fierro, Administration 
Marie Jural Fietz, Administration 
Connie Patricia Figueroa, Sociology • 
Victoria Figueroa, Social Science 
•i) Genevieve Wilcox Fillmore, Psychology 
April FinazZO, Human Development, Psychology 
Anthony Wayne Finley, Administration 
Sherry L. Finley, Sociology 
Frank G. Fischer, Administration 
Christine Carol Fish, Psychology 
Dwain Martin Fisher, Social Science 
Travis Fisher, Administration 
Daniel C. Fjeldsted, Liberal Studies 
Bradford L. Flanders, Environmental Studies 
Tamiko Marlena Fletcher, Communication 
Abigail G. Flores, Political Science 
Adriana Flores, Liberal Studies, Spanish, High Honors A 
Andrea Roseanna Flores, History 
Gabriel D. Flores. Art 
Sofia Rose Flores, Liberal Studies 
Marjorie Ann Floris, Biology 
Dale Allen Folkens, History 
Michael Fonda Jr., Administration 
Heidi Elizabeth Fonosch, Psychology 
Heidi Elizabeth Fonosch, Human Development 
Earl Christopher Ford, Communication 
Eileen Marie Ford, Human Services, Honors • 
Kimsherian Davelle Ford, Administration 
Victoria Ann Ford, Liberal Studies 
Sunhwa Foreman, Administration, Honors 
shannon M. Forland, Chemistry 
Karen Riess, Criminal Justice, Honors • 
Lori Isabel Fortier, Mathematics 
Annette Maurene Fortner, Liberal Studies, Honors 
Claude A. Forton, French 
Barney A. Foster, Sociology 
Paul David Foster, Administration 
Crystal Lynn Fountain, Liberal Studies, Honors • 
Carol S. Fowler, English 
Shane M. Francis, Sociology 
Lori Ann Francisco, Administration 
Antonio C. Franco, Spanish 
Rita R. Franco, Psychology 
Niasharee Shorona Frater, Sociology 
Brian R. Frederick, Liberal Studies 
Sherry Berlene Freed, Psychology 
Erin Charlotte Freeman, Psychology 
Matthew Allen Freeman, English 
Regina A. Frese, Liberal Studies 
Doreen Stube Frossard, Criminal Justice 
Nichole Margaret Page-Fry, Liberal Studies 
Luke Randall Fuller II, Administration 
William Alan Fuller Jr., Chemistry 
Valerie Fullwood, Liberal Studies, Honors 
Jennifer D. Funaro, Administration 
Tsuyoshi Furugen, Administration 
Erin Nicole Gainer, Liberal Studies 
Esvin Galeano, Administration 
Gabriel G. Galicia, Administration 
Lisa Marie Gallardo, Liberal Studies 
Melissa A. Galletta, Administration 
Derek K. Galloway, Liberal Studies 
Evelyn Brock Calloway, Liberal Studies 
Araceli Gama, Liberal Studies 
Gloria Gama-Marques, Liberal Studies 
Rosina Gama, Liberal Studies 
Gail Cammell, Administration 
Audree Garaza, Political Science 
Michelle Garcia-Dibble, Liberal Studies 
Angelica Silvia Garcia, Sociology A • 
Anthony J. Garcia, English 
Arlene Chris Garcia, Liberal Studies 
Heather Vivian Garcia, Liberal Studies 
Jose Antonio Garcia, Sociology 
Julia Garcia, Psychology 
Maria Christina Garcia, Liberal Studies 
Maria Dolores Garcia, Liberal Studies 
Nancy Guadalupe Garcia, Art 
Vincent Frank Garcia, Economic 
Laura J. Gardhouse, Criminal Justice A 
Kimberly Carol Gardner, Administration 
Marie E. Gardner, Psychology, High Honors • 
Bonnie Kathleen Garland, Psychology 
Heather Rebecca Garner, Art 
Martha Sonia Garza, Sociology A 
Laura Gascon, Finance 
Rosalyn M. Castel, Psychology 
Yvonne Jimenez Cautier, Communication 
Carolyn Gautreau, Special Major 
Kathy Ann Geiger, Administration, Honors A 
Sarah Anne Geiser, Art 
Sharon Lorraine Gene, Psychology, Honors 
Erika Latrese George, Criminal Justice 
Jennifer June Geraghty, Chemistry 
Brian Todd Geye, Administration 
Jamie Lee Gibbons, Liberal Studies 
Johnnetta R. Gibson, Administration 
Lance Henley Gice, Administration 
Marisa E. Gil, Social Science 
Sayed Amjad Gilani, Administration 
Lisa Marie Gilbertson, An 
La'Keisha Gilford, Communication 
Keren Gill, Communication 
Donald Stuart Gillespie, Psychology 
Mary L. Gillespie, Liberal Studies 
Gregory P. Gillette, Administration 
Releisha LaToya Gilliam, Psychology 
Deborah L. Gilliland, Social Science 
Anthony Paul Giordano, Art 
Sebastiano Giornalista, Communication 
Brenda Ruby Ciron, Psychology 
Mary Catherine "Cate" Girskis, Psychology, Honors A 
Glenn H. Givens, Psychology 
Jennifer R. Glass, Art 
Stephenie Jean Glissmeyer, English, Honors 
Scott Allen Gluyas, Sociology 
Pamela A. Gnecco, Liberal Studies 
Jon Sydny Goldman, Liberal Studies, High Honors 
Davici Jason Goldstein, Administration 
shelly M. Golla, English 
Aaron Kenneth Michael Gomes, Administration 
Alfred Gomez, Environmental Studies 
Robert Gomez, Histor)' 
Edward Gonsalves, Liberal Studies 
Rene Elisa Gonzales Goldman, Psychology 
Anthony Gonzales, Liberal Studies 
Henedina Somoza Gonzales, Administration 
Laura Gonzales, Geography 
Margo Gonzales, Sociology, Psychology 
Richard Brian Gonzales, Psychology, Highest Honors 
Miriam Gonzalez, Liberal Studies 
Rocio U. Gonzalez, Liberal Studies 
Christina Maria Santoyo, Spanish, Liberal Studies 
Juan Carlos Gonzalez, Philosophy, Spanish 
Miriam Gonzalez, Liberal Studies 
Renee Virginia Gonzalez, Spanish 
Shannon Monique Goode, Sociology 
Rebecca Cheri Goodman, Psychology, Highest Honors 
Christopher Steven Goodwin, Administration, High Honors 
Rebecca Lynn Gordon, Administration 
Frans Gosal, Administration 
Laura Suzanne Goss, Human Development, Honors 
Jason Alan Gould, Administration 
Tracey Kimberly Graf, Liberal Studies 
Elias Cranillo Jr., English 
Jeffrey Michael Grauel, Art, Honors • 
Lori Denise Graves-Reams, Communication 
Gloria Mari Graves, Sociology 
Janet Gray, Psychology 
James Green III, Psychology 
Susan Louise Green, Liberal Studies, Honors 
Kristin 0. Greenberg, An, Honors 
Joseph Harrison Greene, Psychology 
Joseph Harrison Greene, Social Science 
Sherilyn Danette Greenlaw, Psychology 
Micole Nichelle Greer, Human Development 
Verna M. Greer-Towels, Liberal Studies 
Kimberly Anne Gregg, Administration 
Dennis W. Gregory Jr., Administration 
Leslie Majorie Gregory, English 
Angela Liane Gresham, Human Development 
Christopher L. Grimes, Criminal Justice 
Kevin Lawrence Grimes, Biology 
Kevin Edward Grisham, Criminal justice 
Kevin Peter Grossi, CriminaUustke 
Adele E. Grossman, Political Science, High Honors A • 
Dawn Marie Grothem, Psychology 
Mathew Edward Gruber, English 
Jerald Edward Grundy, Liberal Studies 
Christine Marie Guevara, Human Development 
Diana Beatriz Guevara, Liberal Studies 
Donna Marie Guiliano, English 
Arjelia Guillen, Psychology 
Gerald Alan Gulewich, Environmental Studies 
Nancy Kay Monroe Gunderson, Anthropology 
Charles Edward Gunnoe Jr., Psychology 
Alberto Gurrola, Criminal Justice 
Jesse A. Gutierrez, Mathematics 
Mario Jose Gutierrez, English, Honors 
Adam Guzman, Administration 
Karoline L. Guzman, Liberal Studies 
Julie A. Haaland, Psychology A 
Claudia Stephanie Haas, Liberal Studies 
Mihaela Nastasia Haas, Communication 
Candace G. Hache, Administration 
Joseph A. Haddad, Administration 
Andrea Gail Hader, Human Development 
Heather Lynn Haemmerle, Liberal Studies, Highest Honors 
Mitzi Sue Haggerty, Criminal Justice 
Angela Christine Haidl, Liberal Studies 
Todd M. Hailey, Philosophy 
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Todd M. Hailey, Liberal Studies 
Jennifer Louise Hainsworth, Administration 
Debbie R. Hair, Liberal Studies 
Margaret Ann Haider, Art 
Crystal D. Hale, Administration 
Laura Marie Hall, Communication, English, HonOfS 
Nadine Hall, English 
Dunia Hamden, Sociology A 
Michael Sean Hamic, Administration 
Hye K. Hamilton, Liberal Studies 
shannon Hammock, English, Social Sciences, History, 
Honors • 
Clenda Mae Hammontree, Liberal Studies 
Patrick John Hanes, CnminalJustice 
Richard Hanevik, Communication 
Jodie Hahifan, Liberal Studies 
Kyle Trenton Hannah, Liberal Studies 
Cherie Lynne Hansen, An 
Darel E. Hansen, English 
Beth C. Hanson-Schieferstine, Liberal Studies 
Kimberly Marie Hanson, Human Development 
Starlar Lynn Harbour, CriminalJustice 
Lorey Ann Hargo, Social Science 
Noelle Kathryn Figueroa Harmer, An 
Gary K. Harper, Administration 
Richard Harris, Liberal Studies 
Typhani Rose Harris, English 
Noreen Risa Harrison, Sociology 
William D. Harrison, Administration 
Jennifer Amber Harvey, English 
Marie L. Harvey. Administration, High Honors A 
Eric Paul Harworth, Economics 
Shannan T. Hatfield, Human Development 
Gary J. Hattendorf, Sociology 
Alethea Christine Haubruge, Spanish 
Amy Lee Hawkins, Liberal Studies 
Holly A. Hawkins, English 
Lynda Jonelle Hawkins, Liberal Studies 
Wayne Edward Hawkins, Psychology 
Kimberly Ann Heagstedt, Liberal Studies 
Patricia L. Heald, Liberal Studies 
Jacqualynn Leilani Hearne, Biology 
Amy Jean Heglund, Liberal Studies 
Albert E. Heineman, Administration 
sherry Nicole Heinold, Communication 
Wesley DeMone Henderson, Liberal Studies 
Elizabeth Hendricks, Spanish 
Kristine Louise Hendrixson, Liberal Studies 
Tiffany Ann Herdman, Psychology 
Anna Lidia Hernandez, Communication 
Boris Patrick Hernandez, Administration 
Charity Hernandez, Administration 
Danny R. Hernandez, An 
Edward Hernandez, Social Science 
Lisa Renee Hernandez, Psychology 
Luis M. Hernandez, Sociology 
Richard Ramirez Hernandez, Liberal Studies 
Theresa Hernandez, An 
Vanessa Jean Freda-Hernandez, Administration 
Victoria Peralta Hernandez, Sociology 
Francine Marie Herrera, Sociology 
Julie M. Herrmann, Human Development, Psychology 
Michael K. Heslin, Geography 
Michael Matthew Hewitt, CriminalJustice 
Adam Christian Hickey, History 
Derek Wayne Hickman, CriminalJustice 
Timothy Joseph Higdon, Geography 
Teresa Valerie Higgins, Psychology, Honors 
Debra L. Hill, Sociology, Honors 
Jeanette Castro Hill, Administration, Honors • 
Michael Hill, Psychology 
Trinldee Leigh Hillaire, Administration 
Kelli Anne Hille, History 
Cheryl Lynn Hilliard, Liberal Studies, Honors 
Tara Hillrich, Social Sciences, HonorS 
Julie Ann Ramirez Hipp, An 
Jennifer Nalani Hironaka, Administration 
Chad Michael Hobart, Administration 
Shantel Maria Hobbs, Biology 
Kimberly Ann Hoffhine, Criminal Justice, Honors 
Richard Ryan Hoffman, Biology 
Stephanie J. Hoffman. Administration 
Susan Joanne Hoffman, Mathematics 
Barbara Adele Hofman, Sociology 
Karrie Elizabeth Hold, Liberal Studies 
Vickie Raye Holmes, Liberal Studies, High Honors 
Joshua Pratt Holt, Liberal Studies, Spanish 
Tinya K. Holt, Psychology A 
Catherine Elizabeth Hoover, Administration 
Christopher Kyle Hording, History, Honors 
Patricia Mary Horn, Liberal Studies 
Christina Lee Hornbeak, Liberal Studies 
Robert Charles Horvath, Economics 
Joanne Host, Administration, High Honors A 
Sarah Virginia Houck, Liberal Studies 
Catherine M. Houghton, Psychology 
Scott C. Householder, Administration 
Kristy M. Houska, Criminal Justice 
Wendy A. How, Liberal Studies 
Jennifer Kathleen Howell, CriminalJustice 
Chen-Ho Hsieh, Finance 
Silvia Huamani, Administration 
Chao-Hsing Huang, Administration 
Deng-Hsien Huang, Administration 
Mei"Hui Huang, Administration 
Vincent James Hudson, Communication 
Beth Ann Huegel, Communication 
Larry Thomas Huff, Liberal Studies 
Michael J. Hughes, Administration 
Leah D. Huisken, Administration, Honors 
Ernestine Huizar, Criminal Justice 
Tamika Challissie Humphries, Biology 
Davina Fay Hundley, Psychology 
Kristin Marie Hunt, Liberal Studies 
Yvonne Michelle Hunter, Psychology 
Troy W. Huntington, Psychology 
Timothy J. Hunton, Sociology 
Al-Otaibi Husin, Administration 
Johnny Hutagaol, Administration 
Jason Paul Huth, Administration 
Gia Maria Hyles Weber, Liberal Studies 
Nora Ibarra, Criminal Justice 
Jimmy Azeez Imohi, Chemistry 
James I. Inghram 111, Communication 
Renee M. Ingram, English 
Luminita Nicole lorga. Administration, Honors A 
Leonda Jeree Irvin, Communication 
Laura Elaine Irwin, Liberal Studies 
Jenny B. Isaac, Sociology 
Stephanie Helen Iseli, Liberal Studies 
Sean Eric Ison, Administration 
Kimberly Dawn Israelson, Psychology, Human Development 
Basem Bsharah Issa, Political Science 
Diane Elizabeth Jablonski, Liberal Studies 
Brian Joel Jackson, Administration, Honors 
chad Everette Jackson, Economics 
Chiteka Ovecia Jackson, Administration 
Cindee Lee Jackson, Liberal Studies 
Corrine Leslie Jackson, English 
Florence A. Jackson, Human Services 
Gabrielle Yvette Jackson, Psychology 
Lillian Dessie Jackson, CriminalJustice 
Penny Jean Jaco, Liberal Studies 
Jennifer Kristin Jacobsen, Liberal Studies, Honors 
Maria Lourdes Jadulang, Liberal Studies 
Amy Laureen James, Liberal Studies 
Joan Helen James, Liberal Studies 
Oranda L. James, Human Development, Psychology 
Trisha Lynn James, Administration 
Steven Jankiewicz, Liberal Studies 
Richard R. Jaramillo, Psychology, Honors 
Janette Debra Jarvis, Liberal Studies 
Jared J. Jarvis, Communication 
Carol Lynn Jeffery, English 
Kevin V. Jenkins, Sociology 
Nicole Michelle Jenkins, Criminal Justice 
Melinda Evelyn Jensen, Administration 
Rachel Raquel Jensen, English 
Sabrina Jimenez-Jack, Psychology 
Joy Amber Jimenez, History 
Lisa Denise Jimenez, Psychology 
Rosa L. Jimenez, Liberal Studies 
Alicia L. Johnson, Communication 
Cheryl Evette Johnson, Administration 
Darcel Andrea Johnson, Psychology 
DiTanyon L. Johnson, Environmental Studies 
James Andrew Johnson, Spanish 
Jeannine Antoinette Johnson, Psychology 
Jeremy Scott Johnson, Political Science A 
Linda Christy Johnson, Liberal Studies 
Stephanie Johnson, Administration 
Valentina May Marcelo Johnson, Communication 
Ann Johnston-Brown, Theatre Arts, Highest Honors 
Paul Thomas Johnston, Mathematics 
Tami Johnstone, Psychology • 
Tammy Jones-Stringer, Liberal Studies 
Adrienne Allene Jones, Sociology 
Bryn E. Jones, Environmental Studies, Highest Honors 
Charisse Renee Jones, Social Science 
Christopher DeVaughn Jones, Liberal Studies 
Denise Renee Jones, Art 
Francia Jones, Liberal Studies, Special Major 
Justine Jean Jones, Liberal Studies 
Marie Diana Jones, Human Development, General Track 
Michael David Jones, Art 
Michael R. Jones, Human Development 
Robert C. Jones 11, English 
Shauna Lyn Jones, Liberal Studies 
Shirley M. Jones, An 
Daylene Kaye Jorgenson, Geography 
Martha M. Jorgenson, Psychology 
Sygrid Abijero Jose, Administration 
Eileen Kay Joyce, Liberal Studies 
Kathleen B. Jucar, Liberal Studies 
Cynthia Diane Julian, Geography 
Monique Just, Psychology 
Karima Kabir, Psychology 
Jason Allen Kaiser, Social Science 
Minas M. Kaloosian, Administration 
Dennis P. Kaney, Human Services 
Hoon Kang, Chemistry 
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Charles K Kankole, Administration, International Business 
Jeffrey Kaplan. Political Science 
Jennifer Lynn Kappmeyer, Liberal Studies 
Anita Das Karan, Political Science 
Philip Michael Kasinski, Theatre Arts, History 
Bryan Kastoll, CriminalJustice 
Mitsuhiro Kato, Administration 
Sheryl L. Kaufman, Psychology 
Geoffrey Lee Kautzman, Administration 
Nicholas Felix Kawalec, English 
Gina N. Kelly-Longe, Liberal Studies 
Aleck James Kendall, Administration 
Angela Renee Kendall, Liberal Studies, English 
Bryan Wayne Kendall, Mathematics 
Christi A. Kesig, English 
Dennis Bryen Key, Chemistry 
Dharm Atma Singh Khalsa, English 
Mandana Khatibshahidi, English 
Aref Khoori, Administration 
Lynn Kick-Holod, English 
Marlene H. Kiemel, Sociology 
Helen Kilinski-Dupuis, Psychology • 
Alanna Danise Kilty-Heck, Psychology, Human Development 
Jennifer Jin Kim, Liberal Studies 
Scott Brian Kimball, Administration 
Kevin M. Kincaid, Administration 
Laura Kindron, Liberal Studies 
Elizabeth Ann Kindt, Social Science 
Kimberly Denise Kinzler, Liberal Studies 
Lisa Ann Kiplinger, Administration, Honors 
Jennifer Lynn Kirchoff, English, Honors 
Kay Colleen Kite, Special Major, Honors 
Douglas Alan Kittel, Liberal Studies 
Constance L. Kizzie-Gillett, Sociology 
Deborah Kathleen Knight, History 
Shari C. Knight, English 
Kelley Koehler, Biology 
Karrie Ann Korkko, Liberal Studies 
Son Kyong Korsak, Liberal Studies 
Thomas John Kraemer, Communication 
Christopher James Kreutzkamp, History 
Billie Frank Krieger III, Administration 
Prommin Kripolarerk, Administration 
Vincent William Kroeger II, Social Sciences, Honors 
Pastor Paul J. Krueger, Communication 
Denise Kruizenga-Muro, English Composition 
Christopher John Kucherer, Human Development 
David Patrick Kudell, Communication 
Jennifer Andrea Kuderman, Liberal Studies 
Melanie Anne Kuepper, English 
Jerilynn Kuhar, Psychology, Honors • 
Kunchit Kulsrisuwan, Administration 
Rony Kumaunang, Finance 
Sheri Diane Kumlin, Human Development 
KUO Mei-Lin, Administration 
Janice Lockhart Kuri, Liberal Studies 
Yuk Ting Kwong, Administration 
Chhannavy Ky, Administration 
Dawn Renee Kyker, Liberal Studies 
Phongchayut Ladavalya, Administration 
Chun-Hsiung Lai, Administration 
Alan S. Lake, Psychology 
Phuong N. Lam, Administration 
Jennifer Fae Lamb, Human Development, Psychology, HonorS 
John Edward Lambert, Psychology 
Shana Lee Landgraf, Liberal Studies, Honors • 
Leslie Ann Landrey, Liberal Studies 
Daisy Ann Lane, Liberal Studies 
Deslree Tiffany Langer, Communication 
Amy Lorraine Lansdown, Communication 
Ken Lapioli, Sociology 
Carlos Soliz Lara, Liberal Studies 
Jennifer K. Pester Lardieri, Human Development 
Jeffrey Daniel Larkin, Psychology 
Lana Larkins, Human Development 
Dannelle Yolanda Larsen-Rife, Psychology, 
Human Development A 
Marisa Dorcas Leilani Lascano, Liberal Studies 
Ben Laskowski, Economics 
Karen L. Lassiter, Liberal Studies 
Heather Lawdis, Liberal Studies 
Renee E. LaCapria-Harper, Communication 
Mary LaPointe, Liberal Studies 
Karen Faye Lazarus, Criminal Justice 
Ivy Thieu Le, Administration 
Samuel R. Leach, Psychology 
Lisa Nanea Leavitt Bragg, Administration 
Leticia M. LeBrun, Liberal Studies 
Patricia D. Ledesma, Psychology: Human Development 
Gerald A. Leduc, Administration 
Chinnarat Lee, Administration 
Hsin-Yi Lee, Biology 
Lee Hung Tan, Administration 
Paul Donghwan Lee, Mathematics 
Won Joon Lee, Administration 
Won-Jae Lee, Administration 
Ellie Monique Legarda, Administration 
Esther Marie Bucklew, Liberal Studies 
shelly Leitch, Criminal Justice 
Laurie Anne Lemieux, Liberal Studies 
Jessie Mae Lennox, Sociology 
Kayava Louise Lenoir, Sociology 
Ms. Chris R. Leonard, Sociology 
Melissa Lynn Lerner, Sociology 
Suzette Marlene Leslie, Communication 
Lance Levin, Criminal Justice 
Elizabeth Ann Levy, Liberal Studies 
David Franklin Lewis, Art 
Dawn Kennette Lewis, Psychology 
Demetrius Yvette Lewis, Spanish 
Lisa Jean Lewis, Environmental Studies 
Sophia Dion Leyden, English 
Anastacia Irene Libuse, English 
Linda Le Ann Licher, Communication 
Xuan T. Lieu, Liberal Studies 
Eric Robert Life, Sociology 
Larry Burdell Light, Liberal Studies 
Lawanda Lightfoot, Psychology 
Chen Hsien Lin, Administration 
Chin-Chieh Lin, Administration 
Lin Chin-Chieh, Administration 
Fang-Chih Lin, Administration 
Ken Lin, Administration 
Tsung-Yi John Lin, Administration 
Wei-An Lin, Chemistry 
Yu-Ching Lin, Administration 
Yu-Ting Lin, Administration 
Thomas David Linane, Human Development 
Glenn A. Lincoln Jr., Political Science 
Ursula Lindner. History 
Nancy Cherie Farmer, Administration 
Todd M. Liotine, Administration 
Eric Steven Lippert, Administration 
Holly Ann Lish, Liberal Studies 
Valorie Adele Little, Criminal Justice 
Patrick L. Littlejohn, History 
Brandi K. Litzkow, Mathematics, Honors • 
Christina Liu, Communication 
Tsi-Juang Liu, Administration 
Peter Matthew Lloyd, Communication 
Tim Loew, Political Science, Economics 
Debbie Logan, Communication 
Don Nelantha Sidath Lokuge, Political Science 
Cheryl Leilani Long, Liberal Studies 
Andrew Joseph Longo, Geography 
Audrey Lee Longshore, Biology 
Corey C. Loomis, Criminal Justice 
Carmen Marie Lopez, Liberal Studies 
Christine Lopez, Liberal Studies 
Cynthia Victoria Lopez, Psychology 
Elida J. Lopez, Spanish 
Fernando Lopez, Liberal Studies 
Gertia Lopez, Sociology 
Juan M. Lopez Ruelas, Political Science 
LUZ M. Lopez, Liberal Studies 
Myrna Lopez, Spanish, Psychology 
Richard Daniel Lopez, Criminal Justice, Honors • 
Wendy Diane Lorance, Criminal Justice 
Viki Michelle Lorett, Liberal Studies 
Robin Marie Loufek, Liberal Studies, Honors 
Kristen Danielle Lougheed-Sten, Psychology 
Rudy E. Lovato-James, Sociology 
Ann Marie Love, History 
Kerry Marie Love, Administration 
Yvonne Love, Sociology 
Joseph L. Loveland, Environmental Studies, HonorS A 
Heather Marie Lovell, Psychology 
Tonya Antionette Loving, Art, Honors 
Deborah L. Low, Human Development 
Kristina Ann Lowrey, Administration 
Francisco J. Loya, Political Science 
Ramona G. Loynd, Liberal Studies, Honors 
Jennifer E. Lucht, Liberal Studies 
Stephen Ben Ludington, English 
Angela B. Luna, English, High Honors 
Theresa Ann Luna, Sociology 
Janice C. Lund, Liberal Studies 
Andrew Jerrad Lyman, Administration 
Stacy Ann Lyman, Administration 
Renee Lyons, Sociology 
Tracy Michelle Lyons, Psychology 
Sharon Thompson Mabon, Psychology 
Raymond A. Macdougall, English 
Guadalupe Machado, Liberal Studies 
Brandi Jean Mack, English 
April Monee Macomber, Communication 
Brian Arthur MacDougall, Administration 
Doreen A. MacKinnon, Administration 
Elizabeth M. Madera, Human Services, Honors 
Kerry Suzanne Madole, Human Development, Honors 
Candace Louise Madson, Economics, High Honors A • 
Anna Marie Magana, Liberal Studies, Honors 
Rosalinda Mata Magana, Liberal Studies 
Bryna Ann Majidi, Administration 
Stephanie Alexis Makrocki, Liberal Studies, 
Bilingual/Cross-cultural 
Kristina K. Malafa, Human Development 
Gregory Edward Malally, Administration 
Jorge Maldonado, Sociology 
Leslie Maldonado, Psychology 
Kimberlee Jean Malinka, Administration 
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Cidson AAalo, Administration 
Candra S. Malone, Psychology 
Doris G. Malone, Liberal Studies, High Honors 
Man Kam Kwan, Administration 
Carina Mangano, Communication 
Carina Mangano, English 
Rhonda Margis, Biology 
Edgardo Marin-Arce, Sociology 
Steven F. Marin, Political Science 
Robert Joseph Markel, English 
Margaret Elizabeth Markley, Liberal Studies 
Alisa M. Marlatt, Psychology 
Lucinda Anne Marlatt, Liberal Studies, Honors M 
Lori Ann Marquette, Criminal Justice 
Jesse G. Marquez Jr., Liberal Studies 
Jason C. Marshall, History, Honors • 
Ami Lynn Martin, Liberal Studies, High Honors 
Jennifer Martin, Liberal Studies, Honors 
Stephanie DeAnne Martin, Liberal Studies, High Honors • 
Dorothy Diane Martindale, Liberal Studies 
Ralph R. Martinez-Agamenon, Administration 
Carmella M. Martinez, Social Science 
Jeremy R. Martinez, CriminaUustice 
Joshua Borsolino Martinez, Psychology 
Steven Michael Martinez. Sociology 
Douglas R. Martins, Administration 
Nancy Elaine Marval, Psychology 
Nancy Elaine Marval, Liberal Studies 
Kathy Jean Mason, Human Development, Psychology 
Donna Vaught Massaro, Liberal Studies 
Adrian L. Massi, Art 
Elizabeth Louise Massie, Liberal Studies 
Melony K. Matejka, Biology 
Carl B. Mathewson, Art 
Luis Mates, History 
Michele Rene Maury, Social Sciences, High Honors 
Beth Ann Maxson, English, High Honors 
Mary L. Maxwell. English 
Mary Louise Faust Mayfield, Political Science 
Elaine Maz, Art 
Mark Mazakas, Liberal Studies 
Elisabeth Irene Mc Elroy, Art 
Dominique McCafferty, English 
Christopher Charles McCauley, Philosophy, Honors 
Stacy Carol McCauley, Biology 
Diana Marie McClaury, Administration 
Owen Grande McClintic, History 
Lisa Alcala"McClister, Communication 
Elizabeth Ann McCluskey, Administration 
Kathleen Michelle McCoIlem, Liberal Studies 
Edmond Scott McCormick, Liberal Studies 
shannon Patrice McCroskey, Sociology 
Christina McDaniel, Political Science 
DeVon McDavid, Psychology 
Tasha McDonald, Liberal Studies 
Micherri J. McDonnell, Communication 
Ada Antoinette McDowall, Human Services 
Mary Elizabeth McElhone, Sociology, Honors A 
Michael Thomas McFarland, Psychology 
Marti McGrath-Gregg, Biology, Honors 
Melanie Dawn McGrath, English 
Amy Beth McGraw, Human Development 
Darbi A. McGriff, English 
Lori A. McGuire, Liberal Studies, Honors 
Jennifer Lyn McKay, Liberal Studies 
Michael Thomas McKenzie, Criminal Justice, Honors A • 
Joy Marie McKinley, Art, Honors A • 
Jeanette Elaine McLaughlin, Political Science 
Maria Celia McLeod, Liberal Studies 
Matthew Brett McManus, Art 
William J. McMillan, Administration 
Michael Robert McRaven, Criminal Justice 
Laurel Dawn McSpadden, Criminal Justice 
Robert Medina, Sociology 
Susan Ann Meier, History 
Keith Charles Meinking, Biology 
Ann-Marie Melendrez, Sociology 
Royce Mello, English 
Elizabeth 1. Melvin, Economics 
Holly Lynn Melvin, Psychology 
Daniel Alberto Mendez, English 
Leslie Marie Mendez, Liberal Studies 
Mellesia A. Mendez, Communication 
Mario A. Mendoza, Liberal Studies 
Raquel Mendoza, Liberal Studies 
Sandra Patricia Mendoza, Psychology 
Yukiko Mera, Psychology 
Nina Lisa Merrell, Administration 
Michael Lee Merriman, Criminal Justice 
Christopher John Meshack, Administration 
shannon Duane Metelak, English 
Steven L. Metz, Criminal Justice 
Taylor Gregory Michaels, Liberal Studies 
DeShone Miles, Human Development 
Beth Anne Miller, Liberal Studies 
Chris M. Miller, Administration 
Elizabeth Gayle Miller, Music 
Kimberly Ann Miller, English 
Rita A. Miller, Psychology 
Sandra Miller, Liberal Studies 
Shauna Alicia Miller, Communication 
Tamara Melinda Miller, Liberal Studies 
Henry James Millora, Administration 
Kathlyn Deanna Milson, Liberal Studies 
Matthew Jacob Milson, Political Science A 
Wayne Brian Mink, Administration 
Raul Estrada Miranda Jr., Psychology 
Andrew Steven Misenheimer, History 
Randy J. Mitchell, Liberal Studies, Social Science 
Tuwesha Monic Mitchell, Psychology 
Farshad Modiri, Biology 
Maria Elena Mojica, Sociology 
Irene Zamora Molinar, Liberal Studies 
Alan Victor Molineux, Liberal Studies, Hottors 
Henry W. Mollet, English 
Stephanie Lee Mollring, Psychology, Philosophy 
Katherine Monk, Liberal Studies 
Humberto Montalvo Jr., Administration 
Nicolas Monterroso, Liberal Studies 
Jecenia Montoya, Liberal studies 
Jesse William Montoya, Economics 
Kimberly Anne Moody-Knight, Sociology, Honors A 
Brian J. Moore, Administration 
Glenn Edward Moore, Liberal Studies, Honors 
Roxanne Michelle Moore, Liberal Studies 
Sharlene Ann Moore, Administration 
Theresa G. Moore, Psychology 
Anthony Scott Mora, Criminal Justice 
Miguel A Mora, Spanish Literature 
Michael Yoichi Morales, Sociology 
Julie Ann Morehead, Liberal Studies 
Diana Jean Escarcega Morenberg, Criminal Justice 
Jacqueline Moreno-Garcia, English 
Bartholomew C. Moreno, Social Science 
Margaret Marie Moreno, Liberal Studies 
Noemi Ortega de Moreno, Administration 
Sylvia Queruel Moreno, Liberal Studies 
Virginia Moreno, Mathematics 
Elizabeth Morey, Liberal Studies 
Anne Marie Morgan, Human Development 
Timothy C. Morgan, Communication 
Elizabeth Ann Morris, Liberal Studies 
Juli Lynn Morris, Liberal Studies 
Alecia Ann Morrison, Liberal Studies 
Khan Noble Morshed, Administration 
Kevin James Morton, Music 
Ezekiel Moseley Jr., Criminal Justice 
Shane Lee Moses, Administration 
Blanca Yesenia Mota, Mathematics 
Mai Yang Moua, Liberal Studies, English 
Deborah Mount, Art, Honors • 
Elizabeth Anne Mountjoy, Psychology 
Gisele Chafic Mounzer, Communication, High Honors 
Gavin J. Muck, Communication 
Steve S. Mucker, Environmental Studies 
Deborah Proctor Mullen, Human Development, Psychology 
Joseph Westbrook Mullen, Anthropology 
Jennifer Michele Muller, Business Administration 
Allison Lynn Mullins, Liberal Studies 
Juan Antonio Munoz, Environmental Studies A 
Maria Magdalena Munoz Ibarra, Liberal Studies 
Paul Michael Munoz, Administration 
Christopher Allen Munson, Administration 
Norma C. Murguia, Sociology 
DeAnna Michelle Murillo, Spanish, Liberal Studies 
Joseph Louie Murillo Jr., History 
Daniel Christopher Murphy, Environmental Studies, Geography 
Tracy E. Murphy, Administration 
Eric Evan Myers, History 
Kimberly Elizabeth Myers, Psychology, Human Development 
Walter Randy Nack, Art 
Mary Jasmine Nacua, Administration 
Mina Nagamoto, Administration 
Kiomars Nahavandi, Psychology 
Steven R. Nahrstadt, Psychology, Highest Honors A • 
Jenry Estuardo Najera, Spanish 
Eric John Napoli, Administration 
Amanda Joan Napolski, Administration 
Judith Ann Nash, Administration 
Redina Ruth Nation, Psychology, High Honors • 
Robert David Nava, Criminal Justice 
Lillian Navas, Sociology A 
Sara Nahid Nazari, Social Science 
Arbi Nazarian, Psychology A 
Huiching Nee, Administration 
Damian Marino Negrete, Biology 
Kristine E. Neil, Administration 
Kathryn Marie Nelon, Psychology 
Brandy Lakisha Nelson, Sociology 
Carl Edward Nelson, Geography 
Carl Edward Nelson, History 
Karen Antoinette Nelson, History 
Michael Patrick Nelson, Geology 
Harvey Joseph Neri, Art 
Bonnie Lana Neubecker, Liberal Studies 
Christine Marie Newcombe, Liberal Studies 
Robin Newell, Special Major 
Christine Van Cleave Newkirk, English, Highest Honors • 
Sharon Angela Newman-Gomez, Physics, High Honors 
Kevin I. Newman, Administration 
Isaac A. Newton, Administration 
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Diana Anh T. Nguyen, Human Services, Psychology 
LamBuu Duy Nguyen, Administration 
Mythanh Thi Nguyen, Administration 
Nhung T. Nguyen, Administration 
Heidi Anne Nicks, Liberal Studies 
Anne M. Nles, Liberal Studies 
Azoro E. Nkwocha, Sociology 
Michael Joseph Noble, Administration 
Michael C. Nollar, Geography 
Kristen Marie Nordquist, Administration 
Jeannie Noriega, English 
Christopher Roland Northrop, Music 
Amy Lynne Nottingham, Art, Honors 
Blair Tiffany Nottle, English 
Cynthia Renee Nunez, Liberal Studies 
Ericka P. Nunez, Communication 
George Albert Nunez Sr., Liberal Studies 
Lorney R. O'Connor, Theatre Arts, High Honors • 
Jeremy Christian O'Kelly, Chemistry 
James Tracy O'Linger, Social Science 
Elizabeth Anne O'Neil, Communication 
Shawn Richard O'Neill, Sociology, 
Andrew Oakes, Art 
Janice Obnillas, Political Science 
Stephanie Dawn Ocana, Human Development, Psychology 
Alonso Oceguera, History 
Elizabeth Ochoa Flores, Administration 
Corianna Escoto Okada, Liberal Studies 
Heidi Ann Okimura, Liberal Studies 
Shino Okita, Communication 
Imelda Olivarez, CriminalJustice 
Elizabeth Ann Oliver, Sociology 
Krista Janel Olson, Liberal Studies 
Ismael Olvera, Biology 
William Sonny Olvera 1, Mathematics 
Cuauhtemoc Ordonez, Administration 
Lincoln Geronimo Orellana HI, Communication 
Carol Lynn Ortega, Liberal Studies 
Larry Ortega Jr., Sociology 
Linda Christine Ortega, Administration 
Servando Sauceda Ortega, Liberal Studies 
Marisela Ortiz, Psychology 
Socorro Alicia Ortiz, Administration 
Gustavo Oseguera, Liberal Studies 
Eileen Osgood, English, Honors 
BeatriZ I. Osorio, Administration 
Tamsin E. Outram, Liberal Studies 
Heather J. Overturf, Liberal Studies 
Gregory Eugene Pack, Social Science 
Elizabeth Ann Paine, English 
Tobey Palm, Administration 
David Anthony Palmer, Biology, Honors 
Valerie Ann Palmer, Liberal Studies 
Eric Joseph Palomino, Biology 
Petra Palominos, Human Development, Psychology 
Ofelia Maria Pardo, Liberal Studies 
Melanie Lea Parker, Sociology A 
Lucia Arboleya-Parkes, Liberal Studies 
Katie Ann Parnham, Administration 
Anna M. Parrinelli, Social Science 
Jason Parry, Liberal Studies 
La Juana Michelle Pate, Human Development 
Bela D. Patel, Administration 
Nilesha N. Patel, Chemistry 
Nimisha Patel, chemistry 
Joan Marie Patsky, Administration 
Jacky L. Patt, Sociology, Honors A • 
Trevor Paul Patuski, Communication 
Carla Lorraine Paul, English, High Honors 
Blaga Slavcheva Pauley, Mathematics, Highest Honors 
Monica Escamilla Paulin, Liberal Studies 
Thomas Joseph Pavelich, CriminalJustice 
Leah Michelle Paxton, Anthropology 
Aimee Rachelle Payne, Administration 
Susan Jean Payne, English 
Linda Kay Payton-Biles, Anthropology, Honors 
Linda Pearay, Criminal Justice, Paralegal Studies 
Aileen Lobato Pearson, Biology 
Marilyn Joanne Peck, French 
Colin A. Peckham, Communication 
Bernadette Helen Pedroza, Liberal Studies 
Jennifer Irene Pedroza, Liberal Studies 
Susan M. Peloza, Music, High Honors 
Diana Ray Pena, Sociology, Honors A 
Sarah C. Pena, Human Services 
Chih-Chiang Peng, Administration 
Elaine Rose Perales, Art 
Brian M. Perez, Social Science 
Celia M. Cervantes-Perez, Communication 
Dolisa Perez, Criminal Justice 
Rebeca M. Perez, Liberal Studies 
Amy Ann Perkins, Criminal Justice 
Rachel Stella Marie Perkins, Human Development, Psychology 
Barbara Janet Perry, Liberal Studies 
Elanor Lorien Perry, Anthropology 
Robert Joseph Pester Jr., Political Science 
Jason Paul Peter, Music 
Kimberly Susan Peters, Economics A 
Robert M. Peters, Administration 
Juli Lynne Peterson, Communication, Honors 
Sandi J. Petrillo, Sociology 
Tonya Diane Petty, Psychology 
Jason Sterling Pewterbaugh, Administration 
Jennifer Van Pham, Administration 
Jennifer Lynn Phillips, Liberal Studies 
Robin Lynne Phillips, Liberal Studies, Honors 
Mendi Leanne Phipps, Liberal Studies 
Dana A. Pierce, Administration 
Gary Allen Pierce, Physics 
Allison L. Rivera, Chemistry 
Alva Pina, Liberal Studies 
Julia C. Pineda, English 
Lillian Marie Pink, Mathematics 
Victor Pinson III, Administration 
Jerri Lynn Pippin, Human Services 
Lawrence W. Pirkle, Liberal Studies 
Michelle Janine Pla, Liberal Studies 
John Z. Plante, Criminal Justice 
Brandie R. Plummer, Liberal Studies 
Tammy P. Pongvarin, Art 
John M. Poole, Criminal Justice 
Ovidiu Popescu, Administration 
Omega Hakim Porcher, Sociology 
Heather Lorraine Porst, Liberal Studies • 
Andrea Marie Porter, Psychology 
Joy Lynn Porter, Liberal Studies 
Marcella Portillo, special Major 
Steven R. Posey, Administration 
Donovan Post, English 
Eric Charlton Post, Administration 
Debra Ann Poston, Psychology 
Michael Pound, Liberal Studies 
Alvin Douglas Powell, Criminal Justice 
Marcia Lee Powell, Liberal Studies 
Tamika Roshawn Powell-Casey, Liberal Studies 
Tara Lynne Powell, Liberal Studies 
Amy Rose Powers, Criminal Justice 
Debra S. Powers, Liberal Studies, Honors 
Ery Restu Prabowo, Administration A 
Isabel Prado Pineda, Liberal Studies, Spanish 
Christina Pranoto, Administration, High Honors 
Heather L. Preston, Liberal Studies 
Sarah Price, Liberal Studies 
Stacey Yevette Prior, Liberal Studies 
Jerald Pritchett, Art 
Pamela Dawn Proctor, Art 
Ronald Cruz Profeta, Political Science 
Diane Marie Proulx, Administration, Highest Honors 
K. Celeste Provence, Liberal Studies 
Randall Joseph Pruett, Mathematics 
Audra Marie Puccio, English , Liberal Studies 
Joe Anthony Puente, Sociology 
Daniella Ann Pugh, Liberal Studies 
Chirawat Pumpung, Administration 
Theresa Louise Purdy, Administration 
Joshua Ray Purga, Political Science, High Honors A 
Cynthia Rebecca Purkey, Administration 
Gia-chui Quang, Marketing 
Alma LaVerne Quail, Political Science 
Patrick F. Querl, Administration 
Cynthia Quezada, Liberal Studies 
Janice LeAnne Quick, Social Science 
John L. Quinones, Communication, HonorS M 
Randee R. Quinonez, Liberal Studies 
Paul Allen Quist, Administration A 
Deborah A. Smith, Psychology 
Sophia B. Radakovich, English 
Trisha S. Rafanan, Sociology 
Steve L. Ragel, Criminal Justice 
Adriana Ramirez Hurtado, Administration 
Jason Ramirez, History 
Jennifer Leigh Ramirez, Liberal Studies 
Luz Ramirez, Liberal Studies 
Maria Lourdes Ramirez-Sepulveda, Psychology 
Maria Guadalupe Ramirez, Sociology 
Moises Ramirez, Criminal Justice 
Sally Ann Ramirez, Sociology 
Veronica Elisa Ramirez, Spanish 
Victor Hugo Ramirez, Criminal Justice 
Monica Marie Ramos, Psychology 
Francisca Randall, Liberal Studies 
Deana Latrice Randle-Mitchell, Criminal Justice 
Kellie A. Randolph, Liberal Studies, Honors 
Kimberly Kay Rapp, Sociology 
Nieves Magdalena Rascon, Liberal Studies 
Jenny Lynn Rash, Liberal Studies 
Amy Angela Ratzel, Psychology 
Gloriana 0. Razo, Psychology 
Laura Razo, Psychology 
Kwasi Tacuma Shabaka Reed, Social Science 
William T. Reese, History 
Miguel Orlando Reid, English 
Patrick D. Reider, Philosophy, High Honors 
Colleen Vanesa Reilly, Liberal Studies, High Honors 
Linda Renee Reisenhofer, Liberal Studies 
Craig Reisgen, Psychology 
Sally Le Rekstad, Liberal Studies 
Yolanda Rentschler, Liberal Studies 
Darin L. Rentz, Biology, Honors 
Vera B. Renzulli, Human Development 
Stephanie Marie Resch, Human Development 
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Abel Resendez, Administration 
Kara L. Reuvers, Liberal Studies 
Elena Bonilla Reyes, Liberal Studies 
Heather S. Reyes, English 
James Paul Reyes, History 
Jeffrey Neil Reyes, CriminalJustice 
Rosendo Reyes, CriminalJustice 
Traci Ann Reyes, Psychology 
Tim V. Reyna Sr., Psychology 
Deanna Lynn Reynolds, Liberal Studies 
Sofia S.J. Reynoso, Liberal Studies 
Tawnya Dawn Rhoades, Economics 
Lisa Joy Richard, Administration 
Latressa Ranette Richmond, Psychology 
Shandria Richmond, Liberal Studies 
Tammy Lynnette Riddle, Liberal Studies 
Darlene L. Rieber, Liberal Studies, High Honors • 
Linda Michelle Riffle, American Studies, High Honors 
Donovan C. Rinker-Morris, Philosophy, Political Science, 
High Honors A • 
Francisco Ramon Rios Murguia, Mathematics, 
Highest Honors 
Cina Lisa Rios, English 
Gina Anne Ristow, Communication 
Rustin K. Ristow, Communication 
Carla A. Rivas, Psychology 
Angela Marie Rivera, Sociology 
Maria K. Rivera, Psychology 
Persida Rivera, Mathematics 
Priscilla K. Rivera, Liberal Studies, High Honors 
Cynthia M. Roach, Liberal Studies 
Yumeka Alif Roberson, Administration 
Jillian-Marie Trejo Roberts, Liberal Studies, 
Human Development 
Susan Gail Roberts, Environmental Studies, Geography, 
Honors A • 
lason Michael Robertson, Administration 
Annette Robinson, Psychology 
Jerry Beresford Robinson, Administration 
lesse Chester Robinson Jr., CriminalJustice 
Mary Ruth Robinson, Administration 
Tomoko I. Robinson, Administration 
Janet L. Robles, Administration 
Steven Richard Robles, English 
Audrey Lynn Rodarte Freeman, Psychology • • 
Angela Marie Rodriguez, Liberal Studies 
Louie F. Rodriguez, Psychology • 
Luzmaria Rodriguez, Liberal Studies, French 
Martha Alexandria Rodriguez, Liberal Studies, Honors 
Olga Olivia Rodriguez Martinez, Liberal Studies 
Robert Jose Rodriguez, Sociology 
Laura E. Rogers, Psychology 
Lisa M. Rogers, Administration 
Mark B. Rogers Jr., Theatre Arts 
Matthew P. Rogers, Liberal Studies 
Trevor Fair Rogerson, Communication 
Octavio Rojas, Administration 
Kevin Michael Roldan, Mathematics 
Lisa M. Rollins, English 
Veronica Celia Rolon, Communication 
Michael W. Romerll, Psychology 
Bonita Lynn Romero, Social Science 
Dennise Romero, Spanish 
Robbie Ronald Romero, History 
Roy Leslie Romero Jr., CriminalJustice 
Natalie Romo, Psychology 
Richard J. Ronneburg, Biology 
Lenette Annie Roosenberg, Anthropology 
Karen D. Roppelt, Liberal Studies 
Cesar Rosas, Administration 
Pedro Rosas, Spanish , Liberal Studies, HOOOtS 
Monica Pineda~Rose, Criminal Justice 
Marc Nathan Rosenbaum, Administration 
Jessica Lynette Rosenberg, Liberal Studies 
Sara Elliott Rosengren, English 
Helen M. Ross, Criminal Justice 
Tracey Lea Ross, Liberal Studies 
Christopher Rosselli, Psychology 
Kathleen Ann Rossi, Liberal Studies 
Branden Thomas Roush, Administration 
Adam E. Rowland, English 
Timothy Jay Rowland, Chemistry 
Michael Kent Rowley, Spanish 
Patricia L. Roy, Criminal Justice 
Holly E. Lawrence Royston, Administration A 
Mariana Rubalcava, History 
Alicia Rubio, Liberal Studies 
Stacie Ann Rucker, Liberal Studies 
Michael R. Ruffolo, History 
loe W. Runnels, Liberal Studies 
Carol Lynn Rupp, Human Development 
Richard Brevard Russell IV, English, Honors 
Cabriela Russo-Thles, Liberal Studies 
Donald Louis Rust, Administration 
Alisa Gibson Rutherford, Psychology 
Darius Roshon Rutledge, Administration 
Steven Jacob Ryser, Mathematics 
Leslie Carole Saber, Special Major, Honors 
Ben Reyes Sabio, Administration 
Mark Boyer Sablan, Administration 
Francisco Ruiz Saenz, Psychology 
Audrey L. Safford, Liberal Studies 
Patricia Maria Salas, Administration 
Sandra Salas, Psychology 
Yvonne Marie Salas, Social Science 
Joy Gutierrez Salazar, Social Science 
Michelle Renee Salazar, Liberal Studies, High Honors • 
Daniel Berumen Salce, Administration 
Luis Salcido IV, Music 
Amer Saleh Saleh, Administration 
Emanuel M. Salinas, Administration 
Gustavo A. Saiinas, Environmental Studies 
Lisa Rae Sallee, Political Science 
Faye P. Sallis, Psychology 
Rommel salmlnao. Criminal Justice 
Ryan Samples, Geography 
Zackary P. Sanabia, Administration 
Helen Phlmporn Thang Sanaxay, Administration 
Abraham Sanchez, Communication 
Alma Patricia Sanchez Perez, Uberal Studies 
Anna Kel Sanchez-Withers, Psychology 
Anna Marie Sanchez, Liberal Studies 
Aurora U.Sanchez, Biology, Honors • 
Diana Sanchez, Liberal Studies 
Jose Alberto Sanchez, History 
Maggie Linnette Sanchez, Biology 
Mario S. Sanchez, Social Science 
Sharon Ruth Sanchez, Sociology A • 
Tammy Janeane Smith, Liberal Studies 
Michael Curtis Sander, Liberal Studies 
Danny Sanders, Administration 
Adam Wayne Sandoval, Administration 
Ceovane Sandoval, Administration 
Maritza Valenzuela-Sandoval, English 
Diane Rose Sanford, Human Development 
Leilani Mari Sansome, Criminal Justice 
Rosa 1. SantilianO, Administration 
Lilia Santoyo, Sociology, Honors A • 
Rodolfo Rudy Sarmiento, Communication 
Sasha Sauceda, Liberal Studies 
Zulema N. Sauceda, Human Development, P.sycboiogy 
Martha E. Saucedo, Uberal Studies 
Stephanie Michelle Sauer, Liberal Studies 
Tina Lynn Saunders, Liberal Studies, Honors 
Theresa Louise Savage, Chemistry 
Jacqueline Nour Anwar Sawires, Psychology A 
Erin Saxton, An 
Karen M. ScafutO, Human Development 
Karen Victoria Scannell, Psychology 
Matthew D. Scarpino, Theatre Ans 
Chelsea Scasserra, Criminal Justice 
Tracy Lynn Schalow, Liberal Studies, High Honors • 
Lynda Sue Scherer, Psychology 
Deborah Renee Scherr, Communication 
Stephanie Schmidt, Anthropology 
Brenda L. Schmit, Sociology , Criminal Justice 
Kelly Schmoker, Environmental Studies 
Jacquelyn Elizabeth Schneider, Administration 
Michelle Rene Schneider, Liberal Studies 
Sandra Jean Schneider, Liberal Studies, High Honors 
Rochel Lynn Schnur, Psychology 
Rochel Lynn Schnur, Human Development 
Gina M. Archuleta-Schoenwetter, Liberal Studies 
Kalinda C. Schreiber, English 
Cynthia L. Grasha-Schreinhans, Administration 
Kimberly A. Schroeder, Administration 
Chanda Leigh Schuh, Communication, Honors 
Jared Joseph Schultzman, Communication 
Jason David Schwartz, Administration 
Karen Lynn Scott, Liberal Studies, Psychology 
Laura Marie Seder, uberal Studies 
Erin Leigh Seeley, Ptiychology, Honors 
Lorena Guillen Segura, Liberal Studies 
Robbie J. Knox Sender, Social Science 
Gail Seymour-Seebold, Liberal Studies 
Michael Andrew Shahin, Liberal Studies 
Richard Shanefelt, Adtninistration 
Suzy Abdel Rahman Sharweed, English 
Linda 1. Shaw, Psychology 
Raymond M. Shaw, Mathematics 
Rebecca L. Shaw, Liberal Studies 
Susan Evon Shea, Liberal Studies, Honors 
Timothy J. Shepherd, Sociology 
Hillery L. Sheppard, Psychology 
Ying-Mei shih. Administration 
Natalie Tricia Shimasaki, Sociology 
loy Thi Shimizu, Psychology 
Liana Johanna Shipman, Uberal Studies 
William J. Shomph, Communication 
Teshia R. Shubert, Human Development, Psychology 
High Honors 
Lilliane Dzierlatka Shuman, Psychology 
Christopher George Sidell, Administration 
Kurt Josef Sidell, Administration 
Brian Robert Sides, Administration 
Lonnle J. Slebert, History 
Susan Elizabeth Siegal, English, Honors 
Shaunice Rontai Silas, Liberal Studies 
Andrew Thomas Silva, Liberal Studies 
Frank Charles Sllvas, Liberal Studies 
Becky Sue Slmental, Liberal Studies 
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Scott Philip Simenton, Political Science 
Shana Opal Simenton, Liberal Studies 
Roberto Simo, Liberal Studies 
Ann Candide Simonds, Psychology 
Monica Cory Sims, CriminaUustice 
Michele Yvonne Siner, Biology 
Robert Louis Singleton, Sociology 
Daria Samantha Skowronski, Liberal Studies 
Erik Slagle, Liberal Studies, Honots H 
James Calvin Slater, Human Development 
James Calvin Slater, Psychology 
J.W. Troy Slayden, Administration 
Douglas Keith Slee, Criminal Justice 
Gregory D. Sloan, Administration 
Raymond Louis Sloan, Art 
Shannon M. Sloan, 
Jean Leota Smalley, Psychology 
Annamae JoAnne Smith, Liberal Studies 
Barry Christopher Smith, Environmental Studies 
Cynthia Coleen Smith, Liberal Studies 
Deborah A. Jefferson-Smith, Social Science 
Eddie Lee Smith III, An 
Kimberly Rose Smith, Administration 
Rachael Louise Smith, Administration 
Robert Francis Smith, History 
Tammy Janeane Smith, Liberal Studies 
Aimee M. Smoot, Liberal Studies 
Henry Soekamso, Administration 
Andre Soenjoto, Administration 
Joanne F. Solorio, Biology 
Sylvia A. Solorio, Sociology, 
Yuenyong Ken Songsiridej, Administration 
Ray Soria, Criminal Justice 
Carrie Spaulding, Administration • 
Amanda Jane Spencer, Administration 
Jeffrey Bruce Sperry, Liberal Studies 
Patti C. Spitzer, Human Development, HOTIOTS 
Stephenie Lynn Sporcich, Liberal Studies, High Honors • 
Jeremy Sporrong, Art, English 
Jeanne C. St. John, Liberal Studies 
Dana A. Stamps II, Psychology 
Christopher Thomas Stamps, Geography 
Billy Guy Stanfield, Geography 
Roberta Perry Stanley, Criminal Justice, Honors • 
Sharon Elaine Staple, Liberal Studies 
Raquel Tornero Staten, Liberal Studies 
Shandell Louise Steen, Communication 
Laura Marie Stegmaier, Liberal Studies 
Tammy Michell Stein, Communication, Highest Honors 
Dennis Lester Stephen, Anthropology • 
Michelle L. Stephens, Liberal Studies 
Alma Yadira Stevens, Human Development, Psychology 
Lynette Marie Stevens, Administration 
Tara Marie Stevens, Liberal Studies 
Jacqueline Denise Steverson, Psychology 
Andrew Stewart, Mathematics, High Honors A • 
Brenda Lou Stewart, Administration 
Janine Marie Stewart, Liberal Studies 
Jeff Stewart, History 
Kimberly Jean Stewart, Social Science 
Melanie Susanne Stewart, Psychology, Human Development 
Kristin R. Stickler, Liberal Studies 
Diana Mary Stiller, History, Honors 
Barbara Y. Stine, Psychology, Honors A 
Maureen L. Stine, Psychology, Human Development, 
High Honors 
Cory M. Stone, Communication 
Christine Rodgers-Stone, Political Science 
Harry Steven Stonehill, Psychology 
Anita Strahan, Liberal Studies, Honors 
Sandra Van Ness, Psychology, Honors 
Sarah Catherine Stringer, Administration 
Janet L. Sturges, Administration 
Gina Michele Sturtevant, Criminal Justice 
Elaine Christine Styer, Psychology 
Delia Dolores Suarez, Human Development, Psychology 
Teresa Suddreth, Psychology 
Ei SugimotO, Administration 
Laura Suzanne Sullens, Biology 
Nicole Marie Sumrall, Liberal Studies 
Shon Derail Swauncy, Criminal Justice 
Joyce A. Sweet, An 
Sydney Elisabeth Swenson, Communication 
Allison Lyn Swift, English 
Gregory A. Swilley, An 
Lynda Louise Swink, Liberal Studies 
Rubina Sabah Syed-Pen, Anthropology 
Kathleen Lynn Sylvies, Sociology, Honors A 
Michael S. Taelour, Political Science 
Yu-Mi Tai, Administration, Honors 
Barbara J. Talbert, Liberal Studies, High Honors • 
Abeldia Tamez Hernandez, Biology 
Camille Ugalde Tan, Communication 
Tien T. Tang, Administration 
Charles John Tanner, Administration 
Jennifer S. Tanner, Communication 
Maggie C. Tanner, Administration 
Jennifer Marie Tapie, Human Development 
Rene Nicole Tardie, History 
Christopher Scott Taylor, Environmental Studies 
David L. Taylor II, Criminal Justice 
Johnny Taylor II, Social Science 
Maria Victoria Velasco Taylor, Psychology , 
Human Development 
Melissa Lee Taylor, Psychology 
Phillip Arthur Taylor, History 
Stacy Lynn Taylor, Administration A 
Tanisha Chenele Taylor, Liberal Studies 
Wuttikiat Techamongkhalaphiwat, Administration 
Consuelo Rodriguez Tedder, Liberal Studies 
Winny Tedjo, Administration 
Taliska R. Templeton, Liberal Studies 
Kim Martin Terry, Spanish 
Trisha Marie Terry, Psychology, Honors A 
Aimee Nicole Thibodeaux, Human Development, Psychology 
Ted Alan Thiel, English 
Joseph W. Thill, History 
Beverly Frances Thomas, Liberal Studies 
Cheri Lynn Thomas, Liberal Studies 
Jennifer Lee Thomas, Liberal Studies 
Joseph Lee Thomas, Communication 
KaMala Thomas, Psychology A 
Michael Thomas, Administration 
Monique L. Thomas, Communication 
Rhonda Berry Thomas, Liberal Studies, Psychology, 
Highest Honors • 
Toya Latrelle Thomas, Criminal Justice 
Elton D. Thompson, Social Science 
Shavawn Alise Thompson, Liberal Studies 
Summer Dawn Thompson, Administration 
William David Thompson, Sociology 
William Alan Thorpe, Liberal Studies, Highest Honors 
LaShelle Vaughan Threatt, Human Development 
D. Electra Tichenor, English 
Adela Renee Till, Liberal Studies 
Cordon cluff Tillett, Liberal Studies 
Paulla A. Tilton-Molocznik, History A 
Amanda Marie Tilton, Psychology 
Maria-Dolores Tinker, Liberal Studies 
Susan J. Tippit, Sociology, HonOTS 
Jemmy Lukito Tjio, Administration 
Kanlaya To Watt, English 
MaryFrances Todarello, Communication 
Anna M. Tompkins, Psychology 
Tameka Jeannine Tooson-Scott, Communication 
David Z. Torres, Political Science 
Luisa Elena Torres, Liberal Studies 
Magdalena Zaldivar Torres, Liberal Studies 
Maria Christina Torres, Liberal Studies 
Matthew Galen Townsend, Social Science 
Lara Jeannine Tracy, English 
Anh Tuyet Tran, Mathematics 
Gilbert Traore, Administration 
Michelle Lynn Traynham, Sociology 
Cesarea Trevino, Liberal Studies 
Francisca del Rosario Trevino-So, Mathematics 
James T. Trietsch, Communication 
Anna Kim Trieu, Administration 
April A. Tristan, Liberal Studies 
Randi Lynn Troxell, Liberal Studies, Honors • 
Mark Edward Truax, Administration, Honors 
Katherine Colleen True, Psychology 
Rachel Trujillo, Administration 
Diem T. Truong, Human Development, Psychology 
Jason Wade Trust, Administration 
Eric Lawrence Tschudy, Administration, Honors 
Hui-Ping Tseng, Administration, Honors 
Kim Tucker, Liberal Studies, High Honors 
Jennifer E. Tulio, Administration 
Donald E. Turner, Administration 
Robert E.P. Tyo, Administration 
Synnove E. Tyo, Administration, High Honors A 
Judith Tyszka, Liberal Studies, High Honors 
Leslie Nicole Ubrun, Psychology 
Jean-Pierre Ugalde, Administration 
Melissa Morgan Uhrig, Criminal Justice 
Emily Nudge Undem, Art 
Gina Jean Uresti, Biology 
Halamehi Oneau Vailala, Sociology 
Erik Jess Valdez, Social Science 
Rosa Celia Valdivia, Liberal Studies 
Ernest M. Valdovinos, Social Science 
Louise Gomez Valencia, Liberal Studies 
Horacio Robert Valenzuela, Economics A 
Vicky Lee Valenzuela, Liberal Studies 
Dalila Somoza Valle, Psychology 
Marline Louise Van Alstine, Liberal Studies, Honors • 
Alissa Joy Van Seek, Liberal Studies 
Joni Lynn Van Dusen, Liberal Studies 
Helene Machado Van Sant, Social Science 
Cynthia Irene Van Schaick, Administration 
David L. Vandergrift, Administration 
Meri Lynn Vandom, Sociology 
Zoua Vang, Psychology 
Courtney D. Vansell, English 
Janice Vandiver, Liberal Studies, High Honors 
Cindy Jean VanDusen, Liberal Studies 
Carmen Vargas, Administration 
Jaime Vargas, Psychology 
Roseann Vargas, Human Development, Psychology 
Roxanne Lynn Vargas, Liberal Studies 
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Michael David Vaughn, Spanish, Honors 
Nicole Christine Vega, English 
Michael Ryan Veirs, Liberal Studies 
Heather Marie Veizer, Administration 
Irma Leticia Vejar, Spanish 
Sammy David Velasquez, Liberal Studies 
Lidya Velazquez, Administration 
Steve Venegas, Criminal Justice 
lennle N. Villalobos, Liberal Studies 
Berenice A. Villanueva, Spanish , Liberal Studies 
Nohelia Villarreal, Liberal Studies 
Garrett Calvin Vinyard, Sociology 
Bernardo C. Vizcarra, Political Science 
Veronica Vizcarra, Liberal Studies 
Brandee Lyn Vizzo, Human Development 
Tusdi Dawn Vopat, Administration, HonorS 
Hao Xuan Vu, Administration 
Aleka Pashka Vulaj, Liberal Studies 
Kelly Hao Vuong, English 
Elizabeth Lynn Waddell, Liberal Studies 
Alison Wade, Liberal Studies 
christian Barrett Wagner, Administration 
Andrew Dale Wahl, Biology 
Michael Waladls, Psychology 
Lisa L. Waike, Communication 
Ken Walker, Administration 
Scott Harrison Walker Ir., French 
Shadecie Athena Walker, Human Development, Psychology 
Tracy L. Walker, Anthropology 
Mary Elizabeth Wall, Communication 
Brian Wayne Walter, Mathematics 
Lori Lyn Walton, Liberal Studies 
Kirste R. Wannebo, Administration 
Chris Darin Ward, English 
Rafael T. Ward, Criminal Justice 
shannon Marie Ward, Liberal Studies 
Marian Eloise Warnell, English 
Kristen Nicole Warner, Liberal Studies 
Clenda Denlse Warren-Cleveland, English, Honors • 
Peter lames Warren, Liberal Studies 
Cherice LaVon Washington, Sociology 
Tonya Denise Washington, Liberal Studies, Honors • 
Erica Lynette Watson, Psychology 
Harley Wattimena, Administration 
Michael Lowell Wayment, Mathematics 
Michelle Cassandra Webley, Communication 
Kevin Anthony Week, Criminal Justice 
Elizabeth Weeks, Liberal Studies 
Vangalea ]. Weems, Biology 
Sharmel P. Weeraslnghe, Biology 
Lisa Ann Weingartner, Liberal Studies 
Bronwyn Kristen Weis, Biology 
Edmund B. Weis III, Communication 
Thomas A. Weiser, Psychology 
Danny Bruce Welch, Psychology 
Heidi Melissa Wells, Liberal Studies, Art 
Elisabeth Ann Wenzl, English 
Staci Westbrook, Sociology 
Gregory D. Westrick, Administration 
Kathryn Ann Wetsch, Liberal Studies, Honors 
Demetress J. Wheeler Young, Human Services 
Nancy Lynette Wheeler, uberal Studies 
Irene Cuevas Whightsil, Liberal Studies 
Eunte A, White, Communication 
Karen Yvonne White, Psychology 
Kelly Renee White, Communication 
Tiki Makeyla White, Sociology 
Windie White, Liberal Studies, Honors 
Eebrianti Wibowo, Finance 
shannon widor. Communication 
Christina Grace Wiersma, Human Development, 
High Honors • 
Dorothy Jane Wight, Uberal Studies 
Jennifer Ida Wilberding, Liberal Studies 
Kimber Dawn Wilburn, English 
Marc Vance Wilder, Economics 
Deborah BInkley Wildes, Liberal Studies, Honors 
Edward J. Williams, Geology 
leni Kimberly Tucker-Williams, Geology 
lulie Estelle Williams, Human Development 
lulius Dupree Williams, Criminal Justice 
Rekescha Nashae Williams, Biology 
Rhonda Kaye Williams, Liberal Studies 
Benjamin D. Williamson. An 
James Rawlin Williamson, Political Science 
Janet Marie Willis, Liberal Studies 
lamie Michael Willmarth, Liberal Studies 
Anthony L. Wilson, Liberal Studies 
Elizabeth Ellen Wilson, Psychology, English, Honors 
Gina Marie Wilson, French, Honors 
Jo Anna Wilson, Anthropology 
Kristen Ann Wllson-Conley, Liberal Studies 
Laura Wilson, Administration 
Lori Anne Wilson, Communication 
Michel Douglas Wilson, An 
Carl Anthony Winter, Geography 
Mike David Winter, Liberal Studies 
Pamela |. Witthauer, Social Science 
Bradley Michael Wolbeck, Administration 
Linda |o Wolfe, An, High Honors 
Ryan L. Woll, Administration, Honors 
lullanne M. Wollmer, American Studies 
Daniel David Wood, Psychology 
Dennis W, Woodbury, English, Honors 
Phillip M. Woods, Administration 
Nola Gail Woolman, Psychology 
Terese A. Workman, Criminal Justice 
Kimberly Ann Wortelboer, Social Sciences, High Honors A • 
Melissa Dawn Wright, Liberal Studies 
Chiu-Ju Wu, Administration 
Alejandro Wuence, Liberal Studies 
Michael Tzung-Hsun Yang, Biology, Highest Honors 
Yinn-Tzer Yang, Administration 
Megan Virginia Yankee, History 
Rosalind M. Yarbrough, uberal Studies 
Hannah Isobel Mendoza-Yco, Administration 
Kimberii Fern Yeager, Criminal Justice 
losephina Yepez, Psychology 
Beverly G. Henderson Yerlan, Liberal Studies 
Tu Chong Yi, Administration 
Selim Ylldiz, Administration 
Carol Diane Yoshida, Liberal Studies 
Hiromi Yoshida, Administration 
Yuko Yoshizawa, Administration 
Carol Ann Young, Social Science 
Dllene Rochelle Young, Liberal Studies • 
Linda L. Young, Psychology 
Yu Chia-hul, Administration 
Chung-Liu Yu, Administration 
George Yu, Administration 
Suk-Kwan Yu, Information Management 
A Departmental Honors 
• Phi Kappa Phi 
Jack H. Yuill Jr., History 
Joseph E. Zaiar, Criminal Justice 
Manuel F. Zamora, Administration 
Lara K. Zapalac, English 
Erica Leigh Zappe, Human Development 
Erica Leigh Zappe, Psychology 
Isaac Ruben Zaragoza, Philosophy, Honors • 
Bettina Lorraine Zendejas, Liberal Studies 
Tracy NIchole Zielski, Psychology 
Margie Marie Zimmer, Environmental Studies, Honors • 
Ronald C. Zimmerman, Administration 
David C. Zink, Communication 
Dawn K. ZItzner, Liberal Studies 
Kendra Elizabeth Zouiko, Liberal Studies 
Robert Charles Zurcher, Administration 
Christopher Thomas Zych, English 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCES 
JennifGr C. Academicl, Administration 
Benjamin Acevedo, Administration 
Stephanie Cinneh Adams, Kinesiology 
Joel Aguayo, Administration 
Elgin L. Aguine, Administration 
Olivia Mendez Aguirre, Administration 
Steven W. Aimar, Administration 
Melvin George Magbual Alegado, Health Science 
Latricia Joy Alexander, Administration, Honors • • 
Roger Enrique Alfaro, Administration 
Alan Aguilar Alipoon, Biology 
Barbara Ann Allen, Kinesiology, Honors 
Robin Michelle Alvarado, Health Science 
Luz Marina Alvarez, Administration 
Maria Guadalupe Amezcua, Biology 
Monique A. Amis-Smith, Administration 
Alec L. Anderson, Administration 
Daniel Dean Anderson, Kinesiology 
Laura Ann Anderson, Physical Education 
Mary Anne Aparicio, Health Science 
Heidi Solis Arcilla, Health Science 
Jason Robert Armstrong, Kinesiology 
Shakera Aaf, Nursing 
Gabrielle Auten, Kinesiology 
Tania M. Baeza, Nursing 
Earl Balancier, Foods and Nutrition 
Kimberly M. Ball, Administration 
Raymond John Banaag, Kinesiology A 
Aaron Barnett, Computer Science 
Melanie Caloza Barona, Nursing 
Laura Michelle Barton, Nursing, Honors A 
Kimberly Anne Basham, Kinesiology 
Edmund W. Bateman, Administration 
Debbie Jean Battaglia, Health Science 
Robert L. Batten, Administration 
Mark Steven Baumgartner, Computer Science 
K.B. Be Dell, Foods and Nutrition 
Robert H. Becerra 11, Kinesiology 
Janine Grace Beckett, Health Science 
Paul Anthony Belmudes, Administration 
oily Lagrimas Beloro, Health Science 
Robert Berghorn II, Kinesiology 
John Francis Berlin, Chemistry 
Jacqueline Ann Bessette, Administration 
Richard B. Bevington, Administration 
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Joseph Horace Billingsley II, Mathematics 
Becky D. Bingman, Administration 
Irene Bock, Administration 
Cathy Lynn Bogh, Kinesiology • 
Theodore M. Bohl, Administration 
Sylvia Borrego, Administration 
Chad B. Brantley, Administration 
Mark Aaron Brierley, Administration 
Catherine A. Brinda, Administration 
leannette Cherle Brittain, Kinesiology 
Caren Cranston Brooks, Administration, High Honors 
Bryan Earl Brotchie, Kinesiology 
Carla Elizabeth Pineda-Brown, Nursing 
Karin Bruner, Administration 
Key Bruny Jr., Health Science 
Borsay Authur Bryant, Administration 
Hiromi Miyazato Buday, Administration 
Bertha L. Buggs, Administration 
Adina Buna, Biology 
Walter E. Bunn IV, Administration 
Steven M. Burcham, Administration 
John Joseph Burke, Administration 
Kimberly Ann Burnett, Administration 
Gloria C. Cajina, Administration 
Margaret Ann Callaway, Foods and Nutrition, Honors • 
Ethan David Camargo, Administration 
Elizabeth Satsuki Capistran, Health Science 
Javier Carrillo, Administration 
James Thomas Carter, Administration 
Sarah Jane A. Casas, Health Science 
Lovie La Vaughn Cason, Physics 
Kathleen M. Cauley, Administration, Honors 
Laura K. Centilla, Administration, High Honors 
Toni Benita Cervantez. Nursing 
Jennifer Champion Davis, Administration, Honors 
Andy Chan, Administration 
Marco Tulio Checa Checa, Administration 
Chun-Ching Chen, Foods and Nutrition 
So Man Cheng, Accounting 
Leticia Chinn, Accounting 
King Lok Chu, Computer Science 
Ronald W. Cichy II, Physics 
Leamon E. Coats, Administration 
Daniel M. Collins, Administration 
chad Michael Comstock, Kinesiology A 
Deborah C. Concepcion, Nursing A 
Michael S. Cook, Administration 
Samantha L. Corey, Kinesiology 
Christopher Aaron Corsentino, Biology 
Maribel Cortez, Kinesiology 
Patricia Karen Cottam, Nursing 
Kenneth Peter Cramm, Mathematics, Honors 
Casey James Crampton, Computer Science 
Terry L. Cutright, industrial Technology 
Michael James D'auria, Administration 
Lillian Dantanarayana, Administration 
Maya Mellina Cruz Daswani, Nursing 
OctaviUS 0. DaUZ, Health Science 
Dan David, Nursing 
Jennifer Ann Dawson, Health Science 
Tracy Lynn Daymon, Health Science 
Christina Rachelle Deao, Administration 
Felicitas R. Deduyo, Foods and Nutrition 
Christine Ruiz Degano, Foods and Nutrition 
Nicolas Del Castillo, Administration 
Cynthia Rayos Delatorre, Nursing 
Venmer Enriguez Deocariza, Chemistry 
Bernardina Diaz, Foods and Nutrition 
Nicole Dionne Dickson, Health Science 
Korinna Eva Dieken, Nursing A 
Irene Thanh Diep, Health Science 
Jennifer Jean Dixon, Health Science 
Bradley T. Dolter, Computer Science 
Jenifer Griego, Administration 
Jennifer Lynn Eannarino, Foods and Nutrition, High Honors 
Barbee Ann Eckenrode, Administration 
David A. Edwards, Administration, High Honors 
Bernadette Renee Jackson, Nursing 
Johnnalyn C. Enriquez, Nursing 
Julie Ann Erdkamp-Hernandez, Health Science 
Paul Anthony Fabela, Health Science 
Corrie Joan Farragh, Health Science 
chad Edward Feckley, Kinesiology 
Veronica Fernandez, Foods and Nutrition 
Lena Finaldi, Health Science 
Michelle Renee Flood, Foods and Nutrition 
Steven Loyd Flowers, Administration 
Christine Ann Floyd, Administration 
Gabrielle L. Ford, Administration, Honors 
Denny Norman Forsberg, Computer Science 
Brian Andrew Fortier, Administration 
Mark Andrew Francisco, Administration 
Darren L. French, Kinesiology 
Do Mai French, Accounting 
Efren Almazan Fuerte, Nursing A 
Marissa Fulache, Health Science 
Jane Lyn Rosete-Gafford, Nursing 
Jody Christine Gainer, Kinesiology A 
Richard Timothy Gallardo, Kinesiology 
Maria G. Gamboa, Administration 
Gustavo Pedro Garberoglio, Administration, 
International Business 
Michelle C. Garcia, Administration 
Samuel E. Garcia, Biology 
Sarah Maria Garcia, Administration 
Cynthia Lynn Garza, Health Science 
William Lake Gates IV, Health Science 
Richard T. Gerhart, Mathematics 
Barbara Alice Gillespie, Administration 
Vanessa E. Gmeiner, Foods and Nutrition 
Tjie Ling Go, Administration, Hotiors 
Javier Gonzales, Administration 
Gregory Gonzalez, Administration 
Marisol Gonzalez, Foods and Nutrition 
Marshawn R. Goodman, Nursing 
Burcu Gorkem, Administration 
Steven Eiler Griffin Jr., Computer Science 
Deborah Rae Grout, Administration 
Kirstine Noel Grover, Administration 
Arjelia Guillen, Administration 
John Thomas Gumpf, Kinesiology 
Scott Herbert Gundrum, Kinesiology 
Hector Gutierrez, Administration 
Gabriela Guzman, Administration 
Zebib Habte, Administration 
Eric Paul Haist, Nursing, High Honors A 
Jeremy S. Halter, Biology 
John S. Hamilton, Physics 
christen Lea Hanxleden, special Major, Honors 
Jessica E. Hardin, Administration 
Lenora Christine Haringa, Foods and Nutrition 
Jason Howard Harker, Biology 
Benjamin Charles Harrell, Kinesiology 
James Craig Harris, Administration 
Jason Leigh Harris, Administration, Honors A 
Ellen Ruth Hartenstine, Administration 
Don Harvey, Biology 
Cassandra Hatfield, Administration 
Suzanne Marie Hauck, Kinesiology 
Tamara Suzanne Havens, Foods and Nutrition 
Pamela J. Hayden, Administration 
Kevin C. Haynes, Health Science 
Antoinette Henderson, Nursing A 
Tanya Nicole Henry, Nursing 
Tiffany Ann Herdman, Foods and Nutrition 
Rachel Marie Herrera, Health Science 
Daniel Herring, Kinesiology 
Tamara Lynn Hess, Health Science 
James Wilson High, Physics 
George Joseph Hillinger, Kinesiology, Honors 
Thumbelina Mariam Hinshaw, Nursing 
Valerie Rae Hixson, Health Science 
Betty N. T. Hoang, Administration 
Tien Bac Hoang, Foods and Nutrition 
Shantel Maria Hobbs, Health Science 
Lisa Ann Hoch, Administration 
Vincent E. Hodges, Administration 
Joshua Caleb Hoerger, chemistry. Highest Honors A 
Sandy J. House, Administration 
Hu Mei-Chih, Nursing 
Jeff B. Hughes, Administration 
Monalisa Monica Angelique Hutaba, Administration 
Jessica Kai-Ing Hwang, Administration, Foods and Nutrition 
Laila Ibrahim, Administration, Honors A 
Jayson Ramiscal Ilacas, Computer Science 
Ian Buckner Jacobs, Computer Science 
Somporn Jirawichairit, Administration 
David Anthony Jognia, Biology 
Joseph Alan Johnson, Administration A 
Michael B. Johnson, Computer Science 
Suzanne M. Johnson, Health Science, High Honors 
Tarig Dean Johnson, Health Science 
Charles Keith Jones, industrial Technology 
Michael Eric Joseph, Health Science 
Payal V. Kamdar, Computer Science, Honors 
Charles C. Kabwika Kankole, Administration 
Alan Michael Kay, Biology 
Sandra Lynn Kerr, Health Science 
Christie Carol King, Health Science 
Deborah Knight-Moreno, Administration, High Honors A 
Michael Anthony Knipper, Administration 
Douglas M. Kraus, Administration 
Jennifer Tena Krogman, Foods and Nutrition 
Joelle Therese Krupski, Health Science 
Janice Marie Kuehn, Administration 
Troy John Kulas, Administration A 
Kum Sam Yul, Computer Science 
Geraldine A. Laconico, Computer Science 
Maricris Bonifacio Lafiguera, Administration 
Debora Ann Lahti, Nursing A 
Marsha J. Lake-Wilson, Health Science, Environmental Studies 
Amy Catherine Lassak, Health Science 
Simon Lin-Nin Lau, Administration 
Charles Layman, Computer Science 
Michelle MyDuyen Le, Nursing A 
Thuan Le, Nursing 
Trang Mai Le, Nursing 
Xuan-Uyen Le, Chemistry 
Claudia Basconnet-Lee, Administration 
Carmen Teresa Leon Vicens, Administration 
Gregory Morales Leon, Kinesiology 
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Leonard C. Leonor, Health Science 
Corwyn Andre Lewis, Kinesiology 
John P. LeMaster, Nursing, High Honors 
Li Siu-Liang, Administration, Honors 
Ryan Aiviar Limayo, Health Sciettce 
Lin Shih"Hou, Chemistry 
Marisol Lomeli, Administration 
Courtney Marie Longino, Health Science 
Corey C. Loomis, Kinesiology 
Melodee Robinette Lopez, Foods and Nutrition, 
High Honors A 
Heidi Ann Loresch, Physical Education 
Nancy Katherine Lu, Foods and Nutrition 
Diana K. Luna, Kinesiology 
Michael Scott Lundgreen, Administration 
Timothy Allen Luton, Admmistration, Honors A 
Daniel lames Lyons, Kinesiology A 
lohannes Marinus Maassen, Administration 
Beth Madary, Foods and Nutrition 
John Douglas Major, Kinesiology 
Maria Theresa L. Maiazarte, Nursing 
Janette Bautista Malinis, Health Science 
Anthony V. Maloney, Physics 
Marcus Maltese, Admmistration 
Nymphd.E. Matcos, Health Science 
Steven R. Mares, Administration 
Deanne Martzolf, Health Science 
Brian Jimenez Marzan, Health Science 
Queency Dayrit Mateo, Nursing 
John Byron Mattarollo, Administration 
Valerie Elizabeth McCartan, Administration 
Jermal Aiphonso McDaniel, Administration 
Dawn Desarae McCarvey, Administration, Honors 
Micheie McCinnis, Administration 
Donald G. McGlaughlin, Administration 
Marti McGrath-Cregg, Health Science, Honors 
Mayda Lewise Mcinnis, Administration 
Jennifer Enid Menjivar, Administration 
Michelle Helen Michael, Administration 
Patricia Erin Michaels, Kinesiology 
George Miller Jr., Administration 
Monica Ann Miller, Kinesiology A 
Valerie Giistrap Million, Nursing A 
Michael Manguera Mistica, Health Science 
Megumi Mitsui, Biology 
Patricia L. Moeder, Administration A 
Emmyiou Esquejo Mogan, Nursing 
Nancy Molina, Nursing 
Maritess Apolon Montoya, Nursing 
James L. Morris, Administration 
Marquel Mosebay (Z.), Geology 
Melanie Myers, Administration 
Mary Najumi, Health Science 
Loraiee Michelle Natale, Foods and Nutrition 
Christopher Andrew Nelson, Computer Science 
Anh Kim Nguyen, Administration 
Hanh Nguyen, Nursing 
Hoa-April Nguyen, Administration 
Maianh Nguyen, Nursing A 
Trang Nguyen, Nursing 
Trini Trang Nguyen, Nursing A 
Van Thuy Nguyen, Chemistry, High Honors A 
Michelle Nicole Nicklin-Almendarez, Health Science 
Cai Erik Nielsen, Nursing, Honors A 
Jacqueline Nunez, Health Science 
Michael D. Nusser, Biology 
Megan O'Brien, Nursing A 
Dennis Patrick O'Neil, Kinesiology 
Pearl Ann 0 Neill, Administration 
Gerard Vincent O'Reilly, Administration 
Linda J. 0 Toole, Administration 
Riima Serena Ochoa, Health Science 
Jamie Marie Orr, Nursing, Highest Honors A 
Jessica Leticia Ortega, Administration 
Manuel Arthur Ortiz, Administration 
Pamela Jean Ortiz, Administration 
Argelia Vargas, Administration 
Raul E. Osorio, Administration 
Manisone Nita Ounlavong, Administration 
Kalayanee Paisalvejakam, Administration 
Camden Jane Parker, Nursing, Honors A 
Clynton H. Parsons, Administration 
Krishnakant D. Patel, Administration 
Monica Patino, Kinesiology 
Tracy Allen Payne, Mathematics, Honors 
Maria Pena, Kinesiology 
Ming Chien Peng, Adntinistration 
Brandi Lynn Percival, Nursing A 
Maria Eugenia Perez, Foods and Nutrition 
Rhona Gay M. Perez, Nursing 
Heather-Ann ingrid Elizabeth Sin, Administration 
Shane D. Peters, Health Science 
Jason Sterling Pewterbaugh, Administration 
Mary Elizabeth Pfeiffer, Health Science 
Leng Ngo Phan, Health Science 
Daniel Matthew Phillips, Administration 
Jason Thomas phiiiips. Administration 
Gary Allen Pierce, Mathematics 
David Reid Pister, Administration 
Charles Plumb, Administration, High Honors 
Alma D. Polanco, Health Science 
Ryan E. Potts, Administration 
Mendy Lee Pradd, Health Science 
Mia A. Pratt, Administration 
John Marcus Prins, Chemistry 
Joyanna Carino Protacio, Nursing 
David M. Puiliam, Nursing 
Nadia Qaqish, Accounting 
Dolores Quintero, Administration 
Raquel Quiroz, Administration 
David Harrison Rader, Geology 
Pamela Suzanne Radford, Kinesiology 
Adriana Ramirez Hurtado, Administration 
John Fermin Ramirez, Administration 
Merrianna Nunez Ramirez, Administration 
Gilbert S. Ramos, Administration 
Sophia Ramos, Administration 
Ameir Rasheed, Nursing 
Eugene Booker Record Jr., Administration 
Jonathon M. Reese, Kinesiology 
Tiffany Noushi Rende, Health Science 
Roberta Renteria, Health Science 
Aileen ttvonne Reyes, Health Science 
Alfonso Tracy Siiverio Reyes HI, Administration 
Jeffrey Asher Reyes, Nursing 
Jose M. Reyes, Administration 
Yadira Rubi Reyes, Administration 
Christine Joan Rezendes Perkins, Administration 
Karen Richards-Guthrie, Nursing 
Vikki Jo Riddle-Cox, Administration 
James Mason Rippee, Mathematics 
Edward G. Roberts III, Administration 
Laurie Lee Robinson, Nursing 
Jonathan C. Robison, Administration 
Connie C. Roig, Administration 
Leticia D. Rook, Administration 
Rebecca L. Roth, Administration 
David Ruiz, Administration, HotlOIS 
Fanny Ruiz, Administration 
Francine K. Sakamoto, Administration 
Davida Christine Salomon, Health Science 
Patrick John Samosky, Kinesiology 
Pamela Ann Sampson, Foods and Nutrition 
Benjamin G. Samson Jr., Administration 
Mario Z. Sanchez, Computer Science , Mathematics 
Rodney A. Sanders, Administration 
Maricar Sadangsal Sarreal, Honors • 
Katherine Saucedo, Administration 
Alexis Jerome Sauerwein, Foods and Nutrition 
Jennifer Helen Saurage, Administration 
Cariy Ellen Schatz, Kinesiology 
Bradley Scott, Administration 
Daniel A. Scott, Kinesiology 
lames Bruce Scott, Health Science 
Leticia Lourdes Segura, Health Science 
Jenny E. Shelton, Administration, Honors 
Karen Satomi Shiinoki, Health Science 
Teresa Ann Shileika, Health Science 
Julieann Shuttleworth, Nursing 
Rowena Abude Siamen, Administration, Honors • 
Hugo Reynaldo Silva Jr., Administration • 
Manuel Silva, Kinesiology A, 
Sharon Lee Simmons, Administration, High Honors • 
D. Micheie Smith, Chemistry 
Eric Thomas Smith, Administration 
Jacquelyn Maria Barnett, Administration 
Tanya Y. Smith, Kinesiology 
Mary Elizabeth Soliz-Garza, Administration 
Charles Soodjinda, Biology 
Gregg Esteban Sosa, Health Science 
Linden Soukesian, Computer Science 
Evangeline Patricia Soward, Foods and Nutrition 
Tiffiny Lynn Spain, Administration 
Teresa Lynn Stailings-Drew, Kinesiology, Honors 
Richard Orville Stark, Geology, Honors 
Judy Lynn Stein, Health Science, High Honors • 
Ellen Barta Stewart, Administration 
Dennis L. Stieber, Administration 
Debora Jean Stone, Biology 
John Wayne Stott, Health Science 
Douglas R. Studwell HI, physics 
Jason Noel Stutz, Administration 
Donald G. Sullivan, Computer Science 
Patrick Shawn Summers, Administration 
Bonnie Joan Sweet, Administration 
char Sze-Wan (Florence), Administration, Highest Honors 
Nilda Angela Tedja, Foods and Nutrition 
Harry Teng, Nursing 
Laura Aline Tenney, Geology 
Kheampon Thaopaset, Administration 
Hiram Frank Thomas, Computer Science 
Daniel Joseph Thompson, Kinesiology 
Stacie Deonne Thompson, Foods and Nutrition 
Katherine Kieko Thome, Nursing 
May Ton, Nursing, Honors • 
J. Victor M. Tordesillas, Health Science 
Mary Jean Torne, Foods and Nutrition 
Claudia M. Torres, Administration 
Victor Tourluk Jr., Health Science 
Anh Bao Tran, Health Science 
Thanh Ha Tran, Foods and Nutrition 
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Kathleen Nga Iran, Foods and Nutrition 
Lieu Thi Iran, Health Science 
My Lam Melanie Iran, Administration 
Christopher Iran, Administration 
Tu Anh Trang, Nursing, Honors 
Hieuu Trinn, Nursing 
Jennifer Lynn Treash, Administration 
Anthony Allan Trotter Jr., Administration 
Quenna Tujuliopsi, Administration 
Alicia Ann Uehara, Health Science 
Meredith M. Ulery, Administration 
Leanna Rose Quichocho Ungacta, Health Science 
Lalitha Vadaparty, Administration 
Jeffrey Valdes, Health Science 
Donna Macabunga Valdez, Nursing, Honors • 
Elena Valdez, Administration 
Supannee Van Sickler, Health Science 
Jason Vance, Kinesiology 
Stephanie Denise Vander Heul, Nursing, Honors A 
Xiong Vang, Administration 
Yadira Paola Vara, Administration 
Abraham Vadakeparamp Varghese, Administration 
Zsuzsanna Melinda Vass, Administration 
Dori Nilsa Velarde, Health Science 
Fernando Xavier Villarruel Tosca, Mathematics, Physics, 
Honors 
Jesse Viray, Administration 
David Lloyd Vogel, Computer Science 
Darlene Hong-Diep Vu, Health Science 
Kenneth Wagner, Biology 
Donna J. Walker, Administration 
Joseph p. Walsh, Administration, HonorS M 
Kenneth B. Walsh, Administration 
Jenny Wang, Administration 
Jody Wayne Wasserman, Administration 
Jana Diane Watson, Kinesiology 
Monty Lee Waugh, Administration 
Nicholas Hans Weg, Administration 
David Patrick Weis, Mathematics 
William John Weishaar, Foods and Nutntion 
Bryan G. Wells, Biology 
Stephen M. Whelan, Administration 
Margaret L. White, Administration 
Stacy Marie White, Administration 
Jason David Whittle, Kinesiology 
Sheila Danee Wickersham, Administration 
Darcey Ann Williams, Nursing 
Sandra J. Williams, Nursing A 
John R. Williamson, Computer Science 
Michael Wilson, Administration, Hottors 
Shawn Michael Wolf, Administration 
Elea Wond, Administration 
Amy Ching-Ping Wong, Administration 
Jason A. Wood, Administration 
Tracy L. Wright-Burwell, Kinesiology A 
Stella Yu-Li Wu, Administration 
Wei~I Wu, Computer Science 
Melissa Sashell Yancey, Kinesiology 
Redee T. Yosef, Biology 
Brian Philip Young, Administration 
Jose C. Zamora, Administration 
Rick Allen Zepek, Kinesiology 
A Departmental Honors 




Cherilyn Ilene Adame 
Alfredo L. Arciniega 
Kathryn E. Crow 
Donna Marie Ferracone 
Eric Scott Cillanders 
Robert J. Holtz 
William L. Huyssoon 
Nicole Carrie jones 
Mary Louise Faust Mayfield 
Roderick S. McDonald 
Meredyth Meredith, Honors 
Reggienald Ceronimo Moore 
Helen M. Ross 
Dan Michael Rowland 
Karen L. Russi 
Victor Raymond Schiro 
David Clenn Schmidt 
MASTER OF ARTS 
Stanley R. Abe, Education 
Lisa A. Adair, Education 
Kathleen Anne Adams, Education 
Felicia Guadalupe Adkins, Educational Administration 
Arlene Dilig Advincula, Psychology 
Michele Yvonne Alexander, Education 
Carol Ann Allbaugh, Educational Administration 
Carol Ann Allers, Education 
Danelle Lynn Almaraz, Education 
BelkiS Alvarez, Educational Administration 
Jesus R. Alvarez, Educational Administration 
Lucy Jean Ambrosio, Education 
Pongpetch Amornsitthi, Education 
Daniel Amponsah-Amfo, Education 
Carolyn J. Anderson 
T.J. Anderson Jr., Rehabilitation Counseling 
Kathryn Andrews, Education 
Robin Mooneyham Archibald, English Composition 
Leslie David Arnold, Education 
Takeshi Atta, Education 
John Awunganyi, Mathematics 
Stephanie A. Bachelor, Education 
Samuel F. Bain, Education 
Janet J. Balsis, Education 
Valencia Renee Barnes, Psychology 
Karen K. Newton-Barr, Criminal Justice 
Robert Addison Bayne, Rehabilitation Counseling 
Margaret Benjamin, Education 
David William Bennett, Education 
Stanley Christ Berger, Educational Administration 
Gary M. Berglund, Education 
Janis Nitta Betts, Education 
Patricia A. Bierman, Education 
Maria Kay Bissell, Education 
Kenneth Lee Blake, Educational Administration 
Robin Elaine Blizzard, Education 
James A. Bogdanowicz, Education 
Tonja Sue Bogema, Education 
Marjorie Lynn Bommersbach, Psychology 
Guy G. Bonanno, Educational Administration 
Mark Bryan Boncuk, Education 
Lisa whelan Bond, Educational Administration 
Ann Elizabeth Bonner, Education 
Micheal R. Boodry, Educational Administration 
Suzanne Janette Borucki, Education 
Michael L. Box, Education 
Dale R. Bradley, Education 
Richard W. Brail, Education 
Kathryn M. Brand, Education 
Frank Michael Brande, Educational Administration 
David H. Brandt, Social Science 
Joan L. Brewer, Social Science 
Brian T. Brosamer, Education 
Jo-Ann Brow, Educational Administration 
Brandii C. Brunson, Education 
Leslie Allison Bryan, interdisciplinary Studies 
Ross D. Bryant, National Security Studies 
William C. Busenkell, Education 
Martha Cabral Pereira, Education 
Lorrie L. Cadena, Educational Administration 
Shelagh Camak, Education 
Andrea Bryn Campanis, Educational Administration 
Rodney Dean Campbell, Educational Administration 
Sheri Marlene Campbell, Education 
Carol A. Caporuscio, Education 
Charla Lee Capps, Educational Administration 
Diana Carreon, Educational Administration 
Pamela Clark Carter, Education 
Randall A. Carter, Education 
Christopher Carl Casey, Education 
Colorado B. Catchillar, English Composition 
Jennifer S. Chalew, Education 
Kelvyn Chang, Education 
Michael J. Chapman, Education 
William J. Chapman, Education 
Jonathan Edward Chase, Education 
Wen-Lin Chien, Education 
Carrie Patricia Childress, Educational Administration 
David Anthony Ciabattini, Educational Administration 
Richard J. Cieminski, Education 
Christy Clancy, Education 
Victor Claud, National Security Studies 
Jeanette Renee Coates, Education 
Keri Ann Colgan, Education 
Cheryl Ann Colvin, Education 
Greg Warren Colyer, Criminal Justice 
Ronald Lewis Combs, Education 
John Vincent Commander, Education 
Elizabeth Kayee Slow Conrad, Education 
Louise E. Cooper, Education 
Carol Lee Cor, Education 
Kathryn Alvord Corbett, Education 
Dore Sulistyo Corr, English Composition 
Mario Martin Cortez, interdisciplinary Studies 
Danielle Cote, Education 
Carl Frederick Coughlan, interdisciplinary Studies 
Christine E. Cowgill, Education 
Carolyn Joyce Creel, Education A 
Patricia Ann Creith, Education, Counseling and Guidance 
Heidi Ann Crowley, Education 
Barbara Renee Cunningham, Education 
Kay Dahle, Education 
Kelly Sue Daly, Education 
Jeanne Ann Dangers, Education 
Michelle A. Davis-Waller, Educational Administration 
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Laura Davis, Criminal Justice 
Suzette Marie Davis, Education 
Vincent R. De Lay, Education 
Thomas Anthony Desiano, Education 
Davinder K. Dhillon, Rehabilitation Counseling 
Douglas E. Dill, Education 
Randy A. Dodge, Education 
Mary Ensign Dolan, Education 
Wil Yusef Imhotep Doucet, English Composition 
Gregory Vincent Doyle, Education 
Nancy J. Drozd, Educational Administration 
Deborah Lee Duckworth, interdisciplinary Studies 
A.J. Naganuma Dunham, Education 
Julie Ann Dyas, Education 
Lorraine Dyson, Educational Administration 
Christopher Glenn Edwards, Education 
Jennifer Kristine S. England, Education 
Janet Lee English, Education 
Melissa Erickson, Education 
Stacy Elaine Espinoza, Education 
Terry Tiller Pagan, Criminal Justice 
William T. Pagan, Educational Administration 
Valerie Ann Farrell, Education 
Dolores Ferguson, Rehabilitation Counseling 
Mark Fetter, Criminal Justice 
Constance Lea Finazzo, Education 
Janis Banks Fisher, English Composition 
Dora Amalia Flores, Educational Administration 
Sharon C. Flynn, Education 
Heather Ann Forsdick, Education 
Adele Coffey Foster, Education 
Anne-Marie Fox, Education 
Jean-Jacgues H. Francoisse, Educational Administration 
David C. Frederick, Education 
Judith Frederickson, Education 
Ann M. Garcia, Education 
Wendy J. Gardner, Criminal Justice 
Nancy Sue Garell, Education 
Deborah Geary, Education 
Brian Paul Giles, National Security Studies 
Jerry R. Goar, Educational Administration 
Christina Louise Goennier, Educational Administration 
Alma L. Gomez, Education 
Marta Gonzales, Education 
John H. Goodlett, Rehabilitation Counseling 
Daniel Grassman, Education 
Luci Denise Green, Rehabilitation Counseling 
Valeria "Denise" Green, Education 
Denise M. Greer, Educational Administration 
Ray N. Gregory, Mathematics 
Gayle Lynn Grigorieff, Education 
Monica Lynne Grim, Education 
Jeffrey M. Guarino, Education 
Heidi Denise Gussiaas, Educational Administration 
Delparde Raleigh Guthrey, Mathematics 
Dawn Guthrie-Clark, Rehabilitation Counseling 
Elizabeth Olivia Gutierrez, Rehabilitation Counseling 
Priscilla Shannon Gutierrez, Education 
Elita C. Guyer, Education 
Jacqueline N. Hada, Education 
Angelia M. Hale, Education 
Seoung-hoon Han, Education 
Steven P. Hanson, Psychology 
Regina K. Harris, Education 
Kimberly Mackai Hartnett, Education 
Charleen Anne Hatfield, Education 
Katharine Marie Havert, Education 
Crissie Mae Hay, Education 
Angela Tameka Heard, Education 
Andrew Holmes Herbold, Education 
Maryanne Herman, Education 
Tammy Ann Hermann, Education 
Judith A. Hernandez, Education 
Timothy B. Hersey, Education 
Christina K. Hiel, Education 
Deirdre McCormack Hill, Education 
Debra Lee Hitter, Education 
Amy Kathleen Hocker, Education 
Jill A. Hodges, Education 
Cory Vaillancourt Holder, English Composition 
Sally Tschudin Holemeyer, Education 
Jeanne Joanne Holmes, Education 
Hong Tao-ying, Education 
Patricia Marie Horton, Education 
Gregory C. Howit, Education 
Rachelle D. Howry, Education 
Huang Yu-Ching, Education 
Jo Alice R. Hunter, Rehabilitation Counseling 
Stephen M. Imbilli, Education 
Kenneth Phil Ingram, Education 
Raphael Christian Jackson, National Security Studies 
Monique Antoinette Jenkins, Education 
Constance Rae Jensen, interdisciplinary Studies 
Leslie N. Jensen, Educational Administration 
Patricia Kay Jensen, Educational Administration 
April Elaine Johnson, Educational Administration H 
Benjamin Stewart Johnson, Educational Administration 
Cheryl A. Johnson, Education 
Eloise Darlene Nobis Johnson, Education 
Kathy A. Johnson, Education 
Lesley Marie Johnson, Psychology 
Lori Ann Johnson, Psychology 
Davine Jones, Education 
Gregory Thornton Jones, Interdisciplinary Studies 
Gretchen Holm Jones, Education 
James P. Jones, Education 
Holly M. Coll, Education 
Peggy Ellen Kahle, Education 
Kunie Kaminaka, Education 
Edward Paul Kania, Education 
Marilyn E. Kenney, Education 
Mary Kathleen Kevari, Psychology 
Jong Won Kim, Education 
Kori Lynn Kirkwood, Education 
Koike Yuko, Education 
Bonhee Koo, Education 
Ronda Linn Koochaki, Educational Administration 
Adriana Patricia Kotrich, Education 
Michelle Yvonne Kramer, Education 
Heidi Kirstene Krause, Educational Administration 
Denise Kruizenga-Muro, English Composition 
Steven J. Kuhn, Education 
James Turner Kutch, Educational Administration 
Marilyn Keymer Lagosz, Education 
Silvia Viramontes Lagunas, Education 
Trisha Marie Lancaster, Education 
Susan Marie Langan, Education 
Elizabeth Irene Langenfeld, English Composition 
Kevin H. Lee, Education 
Lee Kwang Sug, Education 
Carol Ann Leitch, Education 
Anna Maria Lemos, Education 
Kathleen Kelly Leonardi, Education 
Ching-Hsiu Lin, Education 
Glenda Jean Lindberg, Education 
Michelle Marie Lindholm, Psychology 
Edward Timothy Link, Education 
Kathleen L. Lombardo, Education 
Melanie Sue Addink-Long, Educational Administration 
Michael Loring, English Composition 
Richard Charles Lustig, Education 
Becca Lynn, Education, Educational Administration I 
Suzanne Brindell Lystell, Education 
Mark Joseph Mach, Psychology 
Douglas James Mack, Education 
Rachiel MacAlistaire-Frey, Education 
Dwayne Fox MacDonald, Education 
Susannah MacLeod, Education 
Luis Henry Magdaleno, Education 
Patricia A. Maglasang, Education 
Ishtobe Malcolm, Education 
Michael E. Maline, Education 
Tracy Marie Mancino, Education 
Julie Maureen Manker, Education 
Vicki Lynn Manning, Psychology 
Amy Renee Maraska, Education 
Christopher C. MarkerMorse, Education 
Erelyne L. Marks, Education 
Sandra Studenny-Marquez, Education 
Dale Brendt Marsden, Educational Administration H 
William Elmer Martisius, Education 
Michael Dean Marzilli, Education 
Mary Therese Masasso, Educational Administration 
Robyn Taeko Matsumoto, Education 
Ryogo Matsuo, interdisciplinary Studies 
Jennifer E. May, Education 
Davida Gail Mayfield, Education 
Rebecca Jo McArthur, Education 
Robert Salamida McAtee, Education 
Beatriz Bedoya de McCarten, Education 
Nichola S. Mc Clain, Mathematics 
Robert Edward McClean, Education 
Darna Janean McClinton, Education 
Jacqueline Atkins McCluskey, Education 
John W. McCombs, Educational Administration 
Michael Anthony Edward McCracken, Education 
Barbara Anne Mcintosh, Education 
Scott F. Mclver, Education 
Margaret McKenzie, Education 
Joan McLaurin, Psychology 
Diana Lynn McVicker, Education 
Gwendolyn S. Melby, English Composition 
Denise Ann Meraz, Education 
Douglas D. Messersmith, Education 
D. Kathryn Metz, Education 
Paul Brian Meyers, Educational Administration 
Michael S. Middlebrook, Education 
Jenny Muir Miller, Education 
Linda Ann Miner, Educational Administration 
Michael Howard Minier, Education 
Kathryn A. Mitchell, Education 
Jennifer Mobley-Van Heerde, Social Science 
Philipda Modrakee, Education, instructional Technology 
Rudy Anthony Monge, Education 
Robin Mooneyham Archibald, English Composition 
JoAnn Diaz de Morales, Education 
Sharon Lee Groce Morgan, Educational Administration 
Terril Joyce Morrow, Education 
Gilman West Mueck, Education 
Kristi Joanne Mueller, Education 
Nancy Cibulk Mulligan, Education 
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Patrick F. Murch, Education 
David Murphy, Education 
Binhter Mutlu, Education 
Karen Kruse Myers, Education 
Rosemary Naerbo, Educational Administration 
Satoko Nagasawa, Psychology 
Judith lone Nagel, Education 
Jeffrey Michael Neighbors, Education 
Sharon Angela Newman-Gomez, Mathematics, High Honors 
Anh-Nga Thi Nguyen, Art 
Nancy Nguyen, Art 
Trang Phoung Nguyen, Psychology 
Jennifer Robin Nicholas, Education 
Harry Tipton Odell, Social Science 
Barbara Oliver, Education 
Cynthia M. Ordonez, Education 
Maria Milagros Ortega, Educational Administration 
Robyn Fe Ospital, Education 
Samuel Pak, Education 
Christina Maria Panzeri-Alvarez, Education 
Janet Y. Parrish, Education 
Virginia E. Parsons, Education 
Robert Paul Pascua, Education 
Christopher Shane Patrick, Mathematics 
John Joseph Patten, Educational Administration 
Rudolph Albert Patterson, Education 
Sam Alfred Pearsall, Mathematics 
Michael Anthony Peloza, Education 
Dennis Derne Perez, Education 
Saviniano Samuel S. Perez III, Education 
Mary Carolyn Perry, Education 
Marian Brow Petrovick, Rehabilitation Counseling 
Shannon M. Philipp, Educational Administration 
Jennifer Virginia Pidgeon, Education 
Rama Pillutla, Education 
Jeffrey C. Pitcher, Education 
Mary Frances Plum, Education 
A. Liddell Potts, Rehabilitation Counseling 
James F. Powers, Education 
Kari Powers, Education 
Maria Lina Salazar Preciado, Education 
Lara Elizabeth Prescott, Education 
Hollie Rae Prill, Psychology 
Nanette M. Prince, Education 
Cynthia Charlwood Pringle, interdisciplinary Studies 
Cynthia Ann Pule, Education 
Dawn Georgette Pymm, Education 
Susan Lynn Quillen, Education 
Ryuja Ra (Reiko Tomita) , Education 
Matthew John Raith, Education 
Catalina Ramirez-Padilla, Education 
Gilbert Ramirez, Education 
David Sanford Ramsey, English Composition 
Maureen Ratajesak, Educational Administration 
Judy L. Watson-Recce, Education 
Jolene Kay Redvale, Education 
Shirley Mercedes Reid, Mathematics 
Maria Anne Reider, Educational Administration 
Ryan Joseph Reider, Educational Administration 
Monique Audrey Reilly, Education 
Carolyn A. Reimer, Education 
Jill Annette Reinheimer, Education 
Tracy Lynn Reynolds, Education 
Barbara Susan Richards, Education 
Catherine Marie Richardson, Education 
Sylvia Marie Riegel, Education 
Christopher Riley, Crimiruxl Justice H 
Jeffery Randall Riley, Education 
Antonio G. Rivas Jr., Educational Administration 
Kara M. Rizzo, Education , English Composition 
Dorina Rocas, Educational Administration 
James Paul Roller, Education 
Sandra A. Ross, Rehabilitation Counseling 
Paul Gregory Rossi. Education 
Barbara Manning Ryan, Psychology 
Lester G. Satchell, Education 
Kathryn Nadine Scheidler, Educational Administration 
Charles S. Schindler, Educational Administration 
Laurie Pike Schonert, Education 
Ann K. Schuster, Education 
Dean S. Schwartz, Education 
Cathy J. Seighman, Education 
Bernard Whitney Shannon, National Security Studies 
Barbara Lois Kime Shields, English Composition 
Danelle Lynn Almaraz, Education 
Zola Jones Signs, Education 
Jeff Thomas Sipos, Educational Administration 
Marlyn Georgina Slater, Education 
DJuan Maria Smith, CriminalJustice 
Katherine A. Smith, Education 
Lana Rae Smylie, interdisciplinary Studies 
Nancy Joyce Snow, English Composition 
Lucy Tama Sogoian, English Composition 
Leslie Harris Soltz, Education 
Catherine Ellen Spencer, Education 
James M. Spencer, Education 
Robert George Spiers, Education 
Rebecca Liles Sprankle, Education 
Michael Frederick Stanley, Education 
Eva Gloria Stark, Education 
Peggy Stark, Education 
Arlene G. Stevens, Education 
Karen Gine Stevenson, Educational Administration 
Robana Theresa Stevenson, Education 
Nancy A. Stiverson, Educational Administration 
Janet Ellen Stockton-Miller, Educational Administration 
Michael D. Stone, Education 
Laura Marie Strachan, Educational Administration 
Catherine Ann Dietrich Stringer, Education 
Katherine Rowan Sturr, Education 
Sandra Louise Sullivan, Education 
Jennifer Joy Surjue, English Composition 
Ada Rather Swanson, Educational Administration 
Tina Marie Mack, Education 
Linda Jane Takacs, Education 
Cheryl Lynn Eaton Taylor, Education 
Erika Anderson Taylor, Education 
Carmen Diana Teal, Art 
Terry L. Tenney, Education 
Patricia Ann Thomas, Rehabilitation Counseling 
Michael David Tillman, Education 
Denise Ellison Todd, Educational Administration 
Jose Luis Torres, Education 
Susan Jung Tu, Education 
Sarah Anne Turnbull, Education 
Cynthia S. Turner, Mathematics 
Hester R. Turpin, Education 
Bedalia Valdes, Educational Administration 
Randy Valles, Rehabilitation Counseling 
Alan Clay Van Tassel, Educational Administration 
Catherine Ann Vaughan-Obregon, Education 
James M. Veign, Psychology 
Rosa Corina Villagomez, Education 
Julie A. Vitale, Educational Administration 
Dawn Voegele, Rehabilitation Counseling 
Martha A. Vranich, Education 
Senida Angela Wade, Educational Administration 
Carol Ann Waitman, Education 
Kristi Dawne Waits, CriminalJustice 
Richard Duane Wall, Educational Administration 
Terri Lee Wallis-Plavala, Education 
Damita R. Walton, Educational Administration 
John Richard Walton, Educational Administration 
1-Chen Wang, Education 
Kermey Wang, English Composition 
Linda Anne Ward, Educational Administration 
Benjamin F. Washington Jr., National Security Studies 
Christy K. Watson, Education 
Mary Lou Weinrich, Educational Administration 
Melanie Weis Craig, Psychology 
Tracy Suzanne Welter, Education 
Kurt J. Westling, Education 
Russell Clark Wheeler, Mathematics 
Judy Marie White, Education 
Carey J. Taylor Whiting, Education 
Linda Sue Whitmore, Education 
Kenya Williams, Education 
Cordie Ann Willingham, Rehabilitation Counseling 
Cassandra M. Willis, Educational Administration 
Craig Steven Wilson, interdisciplinary Studies 
Jennifer Lee Wilson, Education 
Stanley D. Wilson Jr., Education 
Virginia Carole Wilson, Rehabilitation Counseling 
Margaret E. Winstead, Educational Administration 
Maureen Margaret Wolter, Education 
Richard A. Woodward, Education 
Kenneth B. Workman, Education 
Marilyn Jean Wright, Education 
Warren Elwin Wright, Education 
Vanda M. Yamaguchi, Psychology 
Hsueh-Ju Yang, Education 
Hae-Lim Yoon, Education 
Katherine A. Yule, Education 
Jeff Zahedi, Education 
Elyssa D. Zuer, Education 
MASTER OF ARTS IN 
TEACHING 
Cherie A. Reardon, Mathematics 
MASTER OF BUSINESS 
ADMINISTRATION 
John Hugh Allgaier, Administration 
David Andries, Administration 
Jose Eduardo Lara Arellano, Administration 
Jeffrey Richard Aslakson, Administration 
Siriwan Athikunsin, Administration 
Wahid U. Balkhi, Administration 
Tammy Lee Shields-Beverage, Administration 
• Departmental Honors 
• Phi Kappa Phi 
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Michael j. Billings, Administration 
Edward Joseph Bonadiman, Administration 
Siriwan Bongkochdejudom, Administration 
Sujinda Boonyatarp, Administration 
Craig P. Boulton, Administration 
Christopher J. Brown, Administration 
Annette Caunedo, Administration 
Unchalee Chaipaet, Administration 
An-Chi Chang, Administration 
Heng-Jung Chang, Administration 
Lydia Hsiao Pei Chang, Administration 
Hsun-Pang Chang, Administration 
ShU"Tzu Chang, Administration 
Atittaya Chanthunyagarn, Administration 
Shiang-Lin Chen, Administration 
Shih-Ying Chen, Administration 
Sen"Yu Cheng, Administration 
Chindasri Chiasakul, Administration 
Phanchit Chitviriyayingyong, Finance 
Piroon Chutpaisarn, Administration 
Todd Robert Cruser, Administration 
Richard Carey Davis, Administration 
Kathleen Rose Devlin, Administration 
Sarbpreet S. Dhaliwal, Administration 
Willy Halimyanto Dharmawan, Administration 
Samuel D. Diaz Jr., Administration 
Jennifer Winn Fejzic, Administration 
William Brent Felstead, Administration 
Indo Darius Firdaus, Administration 
Christopher John Flesher, Administration 
Fernando (Fred) Gapasin Jr., Administration 
Mary Frances Gregory, Administration • 
Sadayuki Hagiwara, Finance 
ShoU'Chang Hang, Administration 
Roby Hartono, Administration 
Celia Duarte Hernandez, Educational Administration 
Li-Wen Ho, Administration A 
Jui Hou, Administration 
Kuang-Jen Hsing, Administration 
Ching-Chih Hsu (Jason), Administration 
Mei"Jen Huang, Administration 
Snehal Jardosh, Administration 
Chutdao Jhantoob, Administration 
Chiaping Juan, Administration 
Thidarut Kanjchanapoomi, Administration 
David Bryant Ketcham, Administration 
Fransiscus (Frankie) B. Kewo, Administration 
Kimberly Michele Klick, Administration 
Hardi Kosadi, Administration 
Holger Kraetschmer, Administration A 
J-Ku Kuo, Administration 
Tung-Wei Kuo, Administration 
Chen-Hsiung Lai, Finance 
Chia-Ling Lai, Administration 
Wasinee Lamatipanont, Administration 
Shu-Chia Lee, Administration 
Thanawin Leelavetchabutr, Administration 
Lance R. Lenhert, Finance 
Sompol Lertsiripanich, Administration 
Karen LeSassier 
Chia-Hsuan Lin, Administration 
Hsiao-Wen Lin, Administration 
Pi-Shan Lin, Administration 
Tai'Chin Lin, Administration 
Yi Chun Lin, Finance 
Su-jen Liu, Administration 
Judy Hsun Ma, Administration 
Nasri Francisco Mahchi, Administration 
Tanakrit Makarathat, Administration 
Pepy Malik, Finance 
Danny Otto Manthis, Administration 
Chih-Hao Mao, Administration 
Denise O'Brien McCashen, Administration 
Raymond G. Mesler Jr., Administration 
Sharon Miller, Administration 
Alexandra Mills, Administration 
Tu T. Nguyen, Administration 
Parkpoome Nivatvongs, Administration 
Paweena Panpakdeediskul, Administration 
Hyun-Min Park, Administration 
Pornthep Permpornpipat, Administration 
Phatharasuda Phatharanavik. Administration 
Mervyn Albert Pipersburgh, Administration 
Dechar Prapinwong, Administration 
Haiyan Qiao, Administration 
Jennifer Ann Rosiere, Administration 
Kimberley Ruffner, Administration 
Sven Salumaa, Administration 
Wanlop Sanguansakphakdee, Administration 
James Barry Sayers, Administration 
Carl Y. Shiinoki, Administration 
Jongmin Shon, Finance 
Terry Ann Siemens, Administration 
Nuttapol Sinthunava, Administration 
Wanwisa Siriyodhin, Administration 
Rikardo Sitompul, Administration 
Cheryl Louise Sleboda, Administration 
Magdalena Solihin, Finance 
Chen Kew-Song, Administration 
Chutima Songsiridej. Administration 
Chanet Sophachitvatana, Administration 
Waraporn Subhachaturas, Administration 
Jae Cheol Suh, Administration 
Emmille R. Sumirah, Administration 
Montri Techameteewat, Administration 
Nithipat Thansrikiat, Administration 
Piyuthai Thoopcharoen, Administration 
Carla Denez Towns, Administration 
Suntharee Traisanwathana, Administration 
Chih-Wei Tsai, Administration 
Tseng Li-Ping, Administration 
Shu-Chuan Tseng, Administration 
Lara E. Valenzuela, Administration 
Purnima Verma, Administration 
Bussarin Achanusorn Vichayanonda, Administration 
Pathom Viriyasakultorn, Finance 
Voraput Vorarutapibal, Administration 
John T. Wagness, Administration 
Chien-Hsiung Wang, Administration 
Min-Yin Caty Wang, Administration 
Yumn-mei Want, Accounting 
Robert L. Ware, Administration 
Dean D. Wagner, Finance 
Stephanie Susan Warner, Administration 
Leah Dyanne Watson, Administration 
Dean D. Wegner, Administration 
Andi Wibowo, Administration 
Siriporn Wongmasa, Administration 
John A. Yaacoub Tanious, Administration 
Chung-Wei Wayne Yang, Administration 
Jung-Jung Yang, Administration 
Pei-Chi Yang, Finance 
Xi Yang, Administration 
Pornsiri Yantapanit, Administration 
Yen Kuan-Wei, Administration 
Li-Wen Yen, Administration 
Yin Yanxin, Administration 
Mullinee Yindeekitkosont, Administration 
William Franklin Young, Administration 
Miss Chonanit Yudhasaraprasithi, Administration 
AAASTER OF PUBLIC 
ADMINISTRATION 
Hector Van Dean Anderson, Administration 
Regan S. Bailey, Administration 
Gregory Kenneth Baugh, Administration 
Reed Stanley Benjamin, Administration 
Lula M. Boyland, Administration 
Bryan Jerome Bradford, Administration 
Edward C. Bush, Administration 
Stephen D. Christensen, Administration 
John Robert Dierking 11, Administration 
Robert R. Dierking, Administration 
Alex Estrada, Administration 
Rafael E. Fernandez, Administration 
Alton Leslie Garrett Jr., Administration 
Strawberry Kathy Gatts, Administration 
Wagner Stephen Herrera, Administration 
Annette M. Johnson, Administration 
Kimberly Michele Klick, Administration 
John Montieth Leacock, Administration 
Amanda Elizabeth Losch, Administration 
Kristine Karen Martinez, Administration 
Carolyn Ann McCune, Administration 
Nancy Jo Mcintosh, Administration 
Selena R. Moorehead, Administration 
Deborah Regina Morrow, Administration 
Abby Mozoras, Administration 
Lisa Karen Mulz, Administration 
John Francis Nelson, Administration 
Richard W. Parzonko, Administration 
Catherine L. Pace-Pegueno, Administration 
Jeff Phillips, Administration 
Sonia L. Pierce, Administration 
Steve Powell, Administration 
Kyla M. Reed, Administration 
Joanie M. Rice, Administration 
Michela Ann Sands, Administration 
James W. Sharer, Administration 
Jason Michael Sirney, Administration 
Chavinee Siriyodhin, Administration 
Linda Carol Webster, Administration 
Linda T. Zakka, Administration 
David R. Zamora, Administration 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
Salamasina Auelua, Counseling & Guidance 
Christy Marie Banks, Counseling & Guidance 
Frances Mary Behr, Counseling & Guidance 
Dennis Alan Bluhm, Counseling & Guidance 
Sean P. Brannon, Psychology • 
Wendy Elizabeth Carney, Psychology 
Nikki Carpenter, Health Services Administration 
Sony Donor Cayago, Health Services Administration 
Neisha R. Chisholm, Counseling & Guidance 
i i  
Phear Chou, Health Services Administration 
Carol M. Coyne, Psychology 
Mary Patricia De Coite, Health Services Administration 
Debra Ann Domlnguez, Counseling <& Guidance 
Michael Dominguez, Counseling & Guidance 
Kathleen LaRay Dutton, Counseling & Guidance 
Laurie Denise Duvall, Psychology 
Linda Williams Emerson, Psychology 
Teri Eileen Evans, Psychology 
Cynthia Fernandez, Psychology 
Jeffrey Allen Gust, Psychology 
Denise Rita Hall, Counseling <SL Guidance 
Joyce Chambers Hampton, Counseling & Guidance 
Kwon SOO Han, Computer Science 
Krista Hanson, Psychology • 
Paula Elizabeth Hempy, Psychology 
Maria Claudia Hernandez, Counseling & Guidance 
Vazira M. Kanga, Health Services Administration 
Captain Hatairat Kaoaiem, Health Services Administration 
James Charles Karsch Jr., Health Services Administration 
Kenneth Dale Kassinger, Health Services Administration 
Dohyon Donte Kim, Computer Science 
Sheila Maire Ledesma, Counseling & Guidance 
Francis Lee, Computer Science 
Chung Ping (Sunny) Lin, Computer Science 
Tracy Lynn Lindbo, Psychology 
Charlotte Lynn Longenecker, Counseling & Guidance 
Glenn Michael Low, Counseling & Guidance 
Sushma Lukalapu, Computer Science 
Leticia Esparza Marrujo, Counseling & Guidance 
Megan Elizabeth McCusker, Psychology 
Saul Sanchez Mendez, Counseling & Guidance 
Maricruz Olivia Miller, Psychology 
Randall O'Neil Mills, Health Services Administration 
Jaime Miramontes, Counseling & Guidance 
Keisha Monique Moore, Counseling & Guidance 
Andrea M. Morris, Psychology 
David Charles Morris, Psychology 
Yolanda Yvette Moss, Health Services Administration 
Luis Enrique Murillo, Counseling t& Guidance 
Rebecca Lynn Parres, Counseling &. Guidance 
Lisa L. Partaker, Health Services Administration 
KateMarie M. Paysen, Health Services Administration 
Kathie Lynne Pelletier, Psychology 
Ryan Pahl Pennock, Psychology 
Susan Lynn Weber-Perez, Counseling & Guidance 
Serafim I. Perlepes, Computer Science 
Lynne Roy Perryman, Health Services Administration 
Mervyn Albert Pipersburgh, Health Services Administration 
Stefanie A. Pressl, Psychology 
David Douglas Quiggle, Biology 
Lorretta Ann Robinson, Counseling <& Guidance 
Tracy R. Robles, Health Services Administration 
Douglas Paul Rosario, Health Services Administration 
Leonard Neff Ruiz, Psychology 
Karam Michael Salama, Health Services Administration 
Sid Prasith Sananikone, Health Services Administration 
Michelle Renae Schulz, Psychology 
Purvi Shah, Health Services Administration 
Kellee Louise Greene Shearer, Counseling & Guidance 
Jane Elizabeth (Howe) Sievers, Counseling & Guidance 
Debra Lynn Smith-Wood, Health Services Administration 
Peter E. Spiegel, Psychology 
Brian James Strawter, Counseling & Guidance 
Heidi Langmann Summers, Psychology 
Nancy A. Thale, Health Services Administration 
Mary Carolyn Tornero, Health Services Administration 
Robin Liane Tuck, Psychology 
Silvia Villasenor, Health Services Administration 
Ajay R. Wadhwa, Psychology 
James Bruce Daniel Walliser, Biology 
Jennifer LeeAnne Ward, Health Services Administration 
Suzanne Wasley-Fairley, Health Services Administration 
George Scott Webb, Health Services Administration 
Shenning Wen, Computer Science 
James Michael Williams, Biology 




Melody R.E. Atkinson 
Michael David Black • 
Glenda Yvonne Boatner 
Ruena F. Borja 
Ana Silvia Orellano-Brunes 
Mario A. Cabrera 
Aurora Guerra-Cekovick 
Art Clark 
Marlene F. Clark 
Kimberly Sue Curry 
Emelinda Figueroa 
Donah Rikka Freeman • • 
Raychelle Marie-Lynae Harper • 
Harun Ali Hazim • 
Linda P. Helsper 
Debra Herschberg Holder 
Bonnie J. Houlihan 
Sharon Ann lohnson 
Bernardette Elsa Reiser Judge • 
Christy Ann Mahoney 
Michelle Anela Mahoney 
John T. Mclntyre 
Dora Murillo 
Carolyn B. Ogden • 
James G. Orrell 
Robert Pallotta 
Gloria Montes Parras 
Frank Thomas Pullara Jr. 
Cristina M. Regalado-Cavett 
Joyce Kay Pritchard-Roberts 
Kathryn Mary Sinclair 
Barbara Smith 
Martin Patterson Tanner 
Shelley Thomas Robinson 
Mixel Ventura • 
Frances May Vinciullo 
Bonnie Jean Rentz Weathersby 
Edith Crystal Wright 




Abbott, Cheryl Lynn 
Abernathy, Catherine Jean 
Acevedo, Mary 
Adams, Caroline Michelle 
Adkins, Nicole Louise 
Agoot, Guadalupe Meza 
Aguado, Terri L. 
Aguirre, Elisa A. 
Ahumada, Sandra M. 
Aldama, Ray Cardoza 
Aleman, Valeria R. 
Allen, Janavie Bertha 
Alonso, Norma Judith 
Aluise, Henrietta 
Alvarez, Hansel Omar 
Alvarez, Maritza Elena 
Ananda, Danette Joy Mira 
Anderson, Christopher Francis 
Argentine-Derley, Cheryl Ann 
Arreola, Angel 
Arroyo-Cervantes, Irma C. 
Arter, Natalie Jean 
Ascio, Melissa Alinea 
Auten, Linda 
Avila, Edward Mata 
Ayala, Raul R. 
Baca, Tina Marie 
Bage, Patricia Lynn 
Baird, Kimberly Dianne 
Baker, Diana Christine 
Ballante, Dominique Massin 
Ballester, Milagros Antonia 
Bandich, Mary Kathleen 
Barcenas, Maria Esperanza 
Barhorst, Christina F. 
Barney, John David 
Barringer, John Daniel 
Barrios, Lorena Marie 
Beck, Lynn Katharine 
Beck, Shelly Sheree 
Beckman, Jonathan David 
Begley, June Alice 
Belcher, Janan Renee 
Bennett, Lena M. 
Beno, Jill Marie 
Benson, Allegra Rica 
Bern, Michelle Lynn 
Berry, Erica Ann 
Berschinski, Suzan Marie 
Bisacchi, Brett David 
Blackburn, Patrick Joseph 
Blades, Billy Lee 
Boden, Cassandra Rae 
Bogh, Colette Yvone 
Booth, Kathy Rae 
Boren, Brandi Dawn 
Borgstahl, Patricia J. 
Bothwell, Nicole Pauline 
Bouchard, Tracie Maurine 
Bougie, Paula Jean 
Bowles, Jay Leonard 
Boyer, Christine 
Bracken, Khozette Eve 
Bragg, Jeffrey M. 
Bratton, Tracy Lynn 
Breslau, Laura Annette 
Brest, Keri Michelle 
Breunig, David John 
Brinker, Tobin Andrew 
Broda, Heather Orrell 
Broman, Sally Jean 
Bronson, Stephanie 
Brower, Sheila M. 
Brown, Cathy Renee 
Brown, Emily Dianne 
Brown, Joanie Price 
Brown, Rebecca Kay 
Brubaker, Daniel William 
Bruce, Stephanie Louise 
Brulte, Rick 
Buchanan, Charles Clifton 
Buma, Jennifer Ann 
Bunyak, Lisa Marie 
Burger, Anthony Douglas 
Burke, Patricia A. 
Burman, Todd Richard 
Burns, Brenda Kay 
Burns, Jerry Gene 
Bussey, Deborah Lynn 
Buttacavoli, Diane Frances 
Byers, Deborah 
Byers, Valerie Lynn 
Caez, William 
Caldera, Frances Olea 
Call, Kerri Lee 
Callaway, Jennifer Joyce 
Callender, Michelle Yvonne 
Camberos, Carmen 
Cameron, Marcia Len 
Cardenas, Guadalupe 
Carl, Seeley Christine 
Carlos, Mario Alberto 
Carlton, Laurie Ann 
Carreon, Kathy Lynn 
Carter, James E. 
Carter, Suzanne 
Casarrubias, Sergio Ocampo 
Casdorph, Christin L. 
Cassidy, Marylu 
Castro, Dawn Margaret 
Catuara, Jill Marie 
Cauthen, Kristina Alyce 
Celestino, Kristina Marie 
Cervantes, Hortencia Perez 
Cervantes, Lisbeth Ann 
Chapman, Kurt Leon 
Chavez, Hugo 
Chavez, Joseph Luis 
Chester, Evelyn L. 
Cid, Sylvia M. 
Cisterna, Lori Marie 
Clack, Hope Lisa 
Clarke, Annette Lynn 
Clasen, Jeffrey Warren 
Cockerill, Jamie Francine 
Coffin, Julie Alise 
Cole, Cynthia Renee 
Collica, Liana Sue 
Contreras-Balcazar, Maria 
Carmen 
Coopersmith, David Allen 
Corbin, Terri Kay 
Cory, Wendy Louise 
Costello, Shelly Lynn 
Cottrell, Matthew Monroe 
Counter-Friedrichsen, Jennifer 
Coute, Nicole Marie 
Cox, Erin Michelle 
Craig, Judith Merrill 
Craig, Mariette Kathleen 
Cress, Kenneth Scott 
Cripe, Janalee 
Cuellar, Wilson H. 
Culligan, Carol Lee 
D'Souza, Victor Joseph 
Darrin, Tracy C. 
David, Lynn Denise 
Davis, Beth Ann 
Davis, Dorothy Cox 
Davis, Robin Michelle 
De Fabiis, Vincent 
De Julien, Tina Marie 
De Maci, Maria Rachele 
Decroo, Kenneth Louis 
Dejong, Donna Jean 
DelaCruz, Diana D. 
Delgado, Alice 
Delmont, Zachary Martin 
Dembrow, Daren Noah 
Demoville, Kathy 
Denault, Melissa Susan 
Diaz, Jennifer Marie 
Diehl, Kristine D. 
Dobbins, Pamela Lynn 
Dolan, Christopher J. 
Doussett, Julie Ann 
Drabik, Anna 
Drucks, Lisa Brow 
Drury, Donald R. 
Dulaney, Tamara Sue 
Dullaghan, Shannon Elizabeth 
Duran, Debra Denise 
Eastman, Lupe Mary 
Ebding, Linda Jan 
Edwards, Melissa Lynn 
Edwards, Suzanne Karen 
Einck, Julie Anne 
Ellis, Denise K. 
Ellis, Linda Sue 
Ellis, Russell Edwin 
Ellis, Sally Ann 
Ellman, Gerald 
Enciso, Livier Salazar 
Endicott, James Lyman 
Escobar, Michelle 
Esparza, Anna Marie 
Esquivias, Maria Dolores 
Estrada, Rosalba Luna 
Evans, Darlene Annette 
Face, Melissa Anne 
Farooji, Faramarz S. 
Favela, Patricia 
Fecera, Jodi Lynn 
Fedorsic, Judith Lynne 
Felipe, Rodolfo 
Finazzo, Paul Frank 
Fishback, Karen Lee 
Fisher, Mindie Christine 
Flactiff, Shirley Ellen 
Flohr, Patricia Marie 
Flores, Bonnie Dee 
Flores, Geraldine Jeannette 
Foley, Jennifer Ann 
Fose, Jennifer Jane 
Franco, Maria Conchita 
Frandsen, Teresa Lynn 
Frankowski, Amy Michelle 
Freeland, Melissa Kay 
Frey, Barbara 
Frimtzis, Mirta Romero 
Frischknecht, Carolyn Jeanne 
Fulgenzi, Patrick Thomas 
Funk, Amy Elizabeth 
Furman, Tammy Lynn 
Furr, Cynthia JoAnn 
Gabriel, Sally M. 
Gaitan, Miriam Y 
Gallagher, Astrid P. 
Garcia, Consuelo 
Garcia, Elaine Barrett 
Garcia, Patricia Magana 
Garcia, Yessenia 
Gasteio, Shelley Elizabeth 
Gaxiola, Hortencia Gloria 
Gazzar, Audria Judith 
Gebremikael, Genet W. 
Gee, Rhonda Jayna 
George, Timothy Edward 
Gerardo, Colleen Ellen 
Gibson, Cynthia Marie 
Gibson, Darryl Allen 
Giffen, Steven Bruce 
Gifford, Marylou Sumulong 
Gil, Sandra Annette 
Gillum, Madeline Louise 
Giordano-Vastine, Marie 
Goldman, Carolyn Annette 
Gomez, Cecilia F. 
Gomez, Medardo, Jr. 
Gonzales, Kathryn Marie 
Gonzales, Marrina Rebecca 
Gonzalez, Angel Manuel 
Gonzalez, Cecilia M. 
Gonzalez, Eduardo David 
Graff, Debra Lee 
Graham, Laura L. 
Gray, Kristina Diane 
Green, Danielle Alane 
Green, Ruth Real 
Grijalva, Shannon Michele 
Grooman, Stephanie 
Gross, Patricia 
Grub, Lynnette E. 
Guerrero, Eva 
Guillen-Catren, Regina Adel 
Gutierrez, Alma Diaz 
Gutierrez, Ana Patricia 
Gutierrez, Lorna 
Hahn, Colleen M. 
Haislip, Glenda K. 
Hammer, Susan Wynette 
Hamre, Charles Lorin 
Hann, Donna 
Hansen, Barbara Jane 
Hanson, Cynthia Katharine 
Harris, Claudia Ann 
Hartzell, Linda Myrlene 
Harvey, Marilyn Kay 
Haskins, Anthony Eric 
Haun, Wendy Lynne 
Headlee, Kerrie Jane 
Hee, Vernon Paul 
Heidi, Josie Lynn 
Heinen, Alanna Dawn 
Henderson, Debbie Ann 
Henderson, Jennifer C 
Henderson, Rosemarie S. 
Henderson, Sarah Marie 
Hendriks, Janet Elaine 
Henriquez, Luz Maria 
Henry, Bridget Ann 
Henson, Karen Louise 
Herlihy, Betty Lou 
Hernandez, Carlos 
Hernandez, Gabriel C. 
Hernandez, Mariana 
Hernandez, Olga 
Hicks, Kristen Michelle 
Higgs, Rachel C. 
Hilak, Deborah 
Hildebrandt, Charlene Shantel 
Hill, Jason Alan 
Hinton, Dawn Elisabeth 
Hobart, Jennifer Jean 
Hobbs, Kathleen Marie 
Hoffman, Charles R 
Hoffman, David Eric 
Holifield, Christine Diane 
Hong, Terri Soon-In 
Hood, Lakeisha Nate 
Hoover, Angela Bridgett 
Horde, Harry Robert 
Horsfall, Candy Lee 
Horton, Pamela Jeanne 
Houle, Kathleen Marie 
Houston, Elizabeth Sachiko 
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